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Facul-tg Members
Complete 8-tudy
A project which stretched into
months of research bas at last
been completed. Jack Compton
and Dr. Dennis Mccabe of the
Faculty Research Council have
finis.bed their studies on the
training
of
school
administrators. Over 200 school
administrators in all levels of
education throughout the Valley
were contacted.
The idea of studying administrators' training was put
before the council in 1973. Dr.
McCabe was chairman of the
coucil at hat ti.me. The council
decided the study would be a
worthwhile project and alloted
funding £or the research.
Compton and McCabe have
compiled
a
survey
of
discrepancies in educational
training
of Valley
administrators. Compton said the
study included suggestions for
improving the programs at Pan
American University for future
school administrators. He
hopes that the research will
result in the restructuring of the
training program.

McCabe,
an
assistant
professor
in
secondary
education, has begun to
publicize the findings of the
study. He made a presentation
on this topic to the Texas
Association of Supervision and
Curriculum Development
convention. The convention was
held in Dallas.
McCabe will present the
results of the research to
various member of the Pan Am
faculty and administration in
mid-November.
Researcher Jack Compton is
uncertain of his plans now tbat
the project is complete. He was
working toward a masters
degree in educational administration when he began the
research work.
Compton is a 1962 graduate of
Brownsville High School and
holds a B. A. degree in political
science from the University of
Texas at Austin. He was certified to teach secondary math
last year by Pan American
University and has taught in
Brownsville and Port Isabel.

Two Bands To Play
At Nov. 10 Concert
Hues Corporation and the Bob distributed world wide, "Bob

Jenkins Band will be presented Jenkins Sings,'' and a single
Nov. 10 in the Pan American
fieldhouse by the University
Center Program Council.
Tickets may be purchased at
the university center, No Right
Turn on Red, and Val's Backdoor Jeanery all in Edinburg;
El Centro Sound Center in
Pharr; the Wear-House and
Ceramic Mart in McAllen; and
the Emporium in Harlingen.
Hues Corporation has a
current hit "Rockin' Soul "
which was No. l on a local radio
station. ''It is an energetic,
lively rock, soul band and bas
been playing to sell-out
crowds," said Don McClain, cochairman of the fine arts
concerts committee.
The Bob Jenkins Band has a
current album, which is

release entitled "South Side of
the Rio Grande." Billboard
Magazine picked this album to
be a top seller, added McClain.
Three members of lhe former
Playboy's of Edinburg provided
backup for the album. James
and Michael Williams vocalized
with Danny Farris on drums.
Prizes will be awarded during
the concert. They were donated
by Kattan's Department Store,
Charlie's Men's Wear, Hartog's, Casa de Navia, Herb's
Men's Wear and Lack's all of
Harlingen; The Emporium of
Edinburg; El Centro Sound
Center of Pharr and McClain
Studio of Mission. In addition,
two free tickets will be awarded
[or the next UCPC concert.

Traditional P AU Event
Bronco Days To Begin
Bronco Days, scheduled for
Nov. 11-16, is a traditional event
on the Pan Am campus. It
allows for student participation
in selecting Bronco Queen ,
growing beards for some and
live music games, cont~sts and
a rodeo for everyone.
. .
. ~- clubs, orgamza~1?ns a~d
inchvid~a-~ may partietpate 10
the activities.
Bronco Queen candidate
applications are due in
university center, 314 Friday.
The candidate must not be a
beginning freshman or be on
scholastic or disciplinary
probation. She must dress in
western costume during the
week and attend all Bronco
Days activities. She must also
be sponsQred by a campus
organization.
The beginning of Bronco Days
wlll be celebrated with a flag

raising sponsored by the
Veterans Organization at
Monday noon. A country
western band will provide
music Nov. 12, in the university
circle. A gymnastics exhibition
will also be featured on this day.
The candidates' parade and
voting will be conducted
Wednesday. Games, with club
and individual competition, are
planned for Nov. 14. Voting will
be concluded on that day.
A Texas State Teachers
Association convention on
campus, will bring the
dismissal of classes Nov. 15, but
the traditional rodeo will be
held that day. Bronco Days will
end with the queen coronation
and dance Nov 16. The committee in charge of Bronco
Days is expected to announce
details on the times and
locations of the various activities at a later date.

~·

EMMA DE IA GARZA AND NOEMI CANTU SUPERVISE and assist several children
from a McAllen Lutheran elementary school as part of a Pan Am childhood education class
project. The project included the observation of children using teaching aids made by the
students in Mrs. Nancy Dowell's education class.

6,000 Teachers Expected

TSTAToConveneHere
Approximately 6,000 south
Texas educators will convene
on campus Nov. 14-15 for the
district I Texas State Teachers
Assn. All Pan Am classes will
be dismissed that Friday to
accommodate the teachers.
Pan Am is host for the meet
each year since the campus,
offers the most suitable
facilities for accommodating so
large a convention. TSTA
meetings will be beld in the field
house, the fine arts complex,
the education building and in
various other locations in the
Edinburg-McAllen area.
Following the theme, "TSTA:
Changing to Meet the Future,"
the convention will feature
guest speaker Bob Murphey,
practicing attorney from east
Texas.
He
is an
ex-

perienced speaker and has
served as district attorney, as
county attorney and as
sergeant-at-arms in the Texas
House of Representatives.
Thirty-two different sectional
and luncheon meetings will be
offered Friday and delegates
may choose to attend those of
interest to them. Twenty-two
companies related to the field of
education will set up exhibits in
the old gym all day. Most of the
exhibits will be displays of
various educational materials,
but some exhibitors will actually be selling materials at
the convention.
Pan Am education students
who are interested in attending
specific convention meetings
may do so by paying a $1
registration ,
starting at 8

a.m, Thursday. To attend individual luncheon or section
meetings, students will have to
contact the person listed on the
convention program in charge
of each meeting.
Members of the Pan Am
education faculty have been in
charge
of
convention
arrangements with Dr. Fred
CUnningham, dean of the school
of education, serving as general
chairman.
Fall
student
teachers will serve as ushers at
the convention and members of
the Student National Education
Assn., a Pan Am organization
for future educators, wil11 be
TSTA's special guests.
TSTA's District I includes the
seven-county
area
from
Brownsville to Laredo.

Veterans Celebration Set
A colorful Veterans Day
celebration will be held in front
of the library at noon on Nov. 11,
according
to
Humberto
Zamora, Veterans Club committee chairman.

Highlight of the celebration

will be the raising of the colors

seating arrangement can be
made.
Veterans Day was observed
Oct. 28 by federal employees
throughout the nation, as
designated by Congress.
Armed Forces Veterans
throughout the U.S. are waiting
President Ford's signature or
veto of the legislation increasing veterans education
benefits, which Congress
recently approved.
The legislation will be sent to
the President when Congress
returns in mid-November.
In a letter from Lloyd Bentsen, U.S. senator , to Pan Am
Bentsen states that he has

and a speech by a leading
dignitary , probably U.S.
Representative Kika de la
Garza, according to Zamora.
Invited to appear at PAU
along with the dignitaries, were
McAllen High School's R.owe's
Rifles, the Marine Military
Academy drill team and band
and the county judges from
Starr, Willacy, Cameron and
Hidalgo counties.
The honored guests will all be
war veterans from World War I
Dr. Hubert Miller of the
to the Vietnam War. The two
department
has
Veteran
Administration history
Representatives on campus, received a distinguished serArnoldo Ramirez and William vice award in behalf of the
Miller, will be among the Hidalgo County Historical
honored guests. Zamora invited Survey Committee.
Or. Miller, chairman of the
all veterans who plan to attend
to drop
by the Veteran commitLee, was selected by the
Counseling Office in Emilia executive board of the Hidalgo
Hall, 102 and sign up so that a County committee to receive

"urged the President to sign the
measure and will support an
override if he vetos it."
The bill calls for a 23 per cent
raise in monthly benefits to
veterans and an ext,ension of
elegibility for undergraduates
to 45 months. A loan of $600 will
also be available to the veteran
per year of study.
All benefits will be retroactive to Sept. 1, 1974.

Veterans at Pan Am seem to
be somewhat divided at as to
what Ford will do. However,
some veterans have said that
they feel sure that congress will
override a pocket veto by the
President.

Dr. Miller Accepts Award
the award in ew Braunfels.
The basis on which Dr. Miller
was selected was his back
ground in oral history, his
service on the Texas College
Bi-Centenial Program and
research he has done on the
Tinker Pamphlet Booklet series
for the teaching of Mexican
American Heritage
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Newman Movement Wins
$100 Carnival Priie·
A $100 first prize was won by
the Newman Movement for
their horror house at
the
Carnival of the Great Pwnpkin
last Thursday. The women's
dorm won $50 with their
booth. The Playboy Club,
sponsored by Hope, won the $25
thin1 prize.
Phi Sigma Kappa won $25 for
the sausage booth they entered.
Dracula, alias Albert Garza,

wan $10 for the best costume

" The turn out was much
better than we expected," said
Mike Perez, president of the
University Center Program
Council which sponsored the
carnival, despite threatening
rain.
The carnival was dampened
by a casualty resulting in a
broken leg, suffered by Terry
Bishop at the Rodeo Club's.

Bucking

Barrel

booth.

TWO MEMBERS OF ALPHA Pm OMEGA pause while working at their organization's
"Ice Cream Cone" booth. An unidentified source stated that sales increased after the
student's donned their masks.

Large Crowd Attends
Reading Conference
Approximately 740 teachers
and school administrators from
the four county Valley area,
Texas, New York, Washington
and Mexico attended the 21st
annual reading conference held
at the Pan Am field house last
Friday and Saturday.
This was one of a series of
conferences held by the Texas
Association for the Improvement of Reading (TAIR)
ol which Pan Am is a member.
The purpose of the conference
-waaul RIDER about to fall at the Rodeo Club's BarTel Ride was to point out problems the
aing Halloween Carnival last week, grits his teeth in the face teacher might encounter while
ai eminent danger.
- instructing students in how to
read and methods of overcoming individual handicaps.
The conference was made up
of three general sessions that
included talks by two of the
nation's foremost authorities on
reading, Dr. Jane H. Root and
Dr. Theodore Glim. A group
session was held the first night
with Dr. Root acting as co~
sultant. A buffet luncheon
closed the conference with a
program of music provided by a
mixed ensemble from Pan Am
under the direction of
Ray
Drakeley. An administrators'
buffet luncheon opened the two
days.
AT 11IE PHI KAPPA TAU "Pie Throw," particlpanta were
Registration took place in the
furnished with pies made of mustard, chocolate syrup, or field house where the general
_sba~ cream, and fired at fraternity "volunteers."
sessions were held along with

exhibits of instructional
materials including audiovisual equipment and books.
Dr. Glim gave the first talk of
the conference at the administrators' buffet luncheon
held in the University Center
Ballroom. The speech was
entitled " The Three B's: Be a
Barrier Breaker.''
Dr. Root gave the address at
the first general session of the
conference with a speech entitled ''Show Biz - the New
Reading - Motivating the
Reluctant Reader. The speech
dealt with the revolutions now
present in the nations schools
revolutions in the electronical
technology, mass urbanization
of schools and the increase of
teacher power and how to use
this power in helping the
student. Durinl? the course of
tbe address Dr. Root introduced
her book "Reading Readiness

and Decoding Skills in
Reading" which explains
problems in reading instructions and methods of
overcoming the difficulties.
Dr. Glim spoke at the second
general session with a speech
titled "I have; I Am,; I Give"
and closed the third session
with " The Three W's: The
Wonderful World of Worlds".
Dr. Root opened the second
session with ''Why Don't the
Pigeons Fit the Holes? Toward
Individualizing in the Content
Areas" and closed the final
buffet hmcheon with • How to
Rock the Boat Without Sinking
the Ship: Change Ag entry in the
Schools."
Dr. Root received her Ph.D.
in reading education from
Syracuse University in New
York state and is an in•
dependent reading comultant in
Manlius, N.Y.
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Inner Peace Movement
Seeks Self-Discovery

THE BilJNGUAL BJCULTURAL EDUCATION PROGRAM at Wallace School in

Sterling, ru. is utiliz.ing the talents of Maria Teresa Perez, a 1973 Pan Am elemen~ry
education graduate. Miss Perez is a pre-school teacher for 15 4 and 5 year.olds, preparmg
them for entry into kindergarten.

Gene Baro Explains Poetic Objectives
Students of English and
persons interested in poetry
nearly filled science auditoriwn
two Wednesday at 8:15 p.m.
when Gene Baro, art and
literary critic for ''The
Washington Post,'' read some
of his poems.
Baro enhanced his read.ing
with brief explanations of his
objective in each poem. He read
examples from the various
poetic modalities he has
followed in his writing . In the
50's, Baro produced poetry
which he considered metaphysical and bigbly intellectual
to conform with the poetic
trends of the time. The poet
must make an editorial comment in this kind of poetry, he
explained, and he eventually
departed from this style of
writing in favor of a more
descriptive style.
Lyric and purely descriptive

poetry attracted him for a
while, and he read examples of
this. In this kind of writing, he
tried to eliminate himself from

the poem, he explained.
In spite of having published
several volwnes of poems as
well as individual poems in
noted literary journals, Baro
does not consider himself a
poet. "I am not a professional
anything," he. told his audience..
He considers himself a man
with many interests, one of
which happens to be poetry.
Baro said he had not trled to
publish any poetry in the past
six years. Whether or not his
poetry appears in print is of no
consequence to him, he said.
"Poetry ought not to be a
career," he said. "I write
poetry because I like to write
it."
Nevertheless, Baro seems to
be somewhat of a perfectionist.
He explained he had not written
too much lately, but be finds
himeself rejecting a lot of his
own work, He has definite ideas
as to what he wants his poetry
to accomplish. He defined

Theta Chi Rho
Sponsors Bake Sale

poetry as the organization of
language in tenns of sound and
image to restructure an experience.
Having moved away from the
poet-centered metaphysical
works of the 50's, he now strives
to achieve objectivity in his
poems. A poet who tries to write
about emotional experiences
which are common to everyone
is self-indulgent, he said.
Human emotions are so similar,
he believes, that they are easy
t.o represent in art.
A piece of bread on a plate is
the poetic subject that interests
Baro. "That is tough to write
about," he said. "Eternity is

Basic concepts of the Inner
Cartwell, also a Pan Am
Peace Movement will be student, emphasized the
discussed in a lecture Nov. 8 at 7 Movement does not advocate
p.m. at the Echo Motor Hotel at particular religious beliefs, but
Edinburg.
rather the. dynamics of selfThe no~sectarian, non-profit discovery. Cartwell said that
international
organization the Movement is "not for the
advocates sell-discovery and a masses," but onJy for persons
heightened state of mental committed to their "own perawareness, according to Kathi sonal growth." This heightened
Russell, Inner Peace Movement sense of awareness, Cartwell
member and Pan Am student. said, can take the form of what
The Movement's purpose, she has become popularly lmown as
said, is to "help people to un- psychic ability, which he
derstand themselves, to move believes is "dependent on to
with direction and confidence what degree the individual has
.and to achieve a balance bet- come to know himself.''
ween their intellect and
The Inner Peace Movement
emotional state."
was foWlded in 1964, and since
Mrs. Russell and her then has grown to a memhusband, Steve Russell, will bership of over more than oneconduct the introductory lee. half million persons in this
ture along with Mr. and Mrs. country, accord.ing to a recent
Jack Cartwell and Jerry IPM publication. Membership
Lozano. Following the lecture includes persons from all walks
will be a demonstration of the of
life, from
prominent
various techniques and exer- scientists to school children.
cises used in developing perThe.re are three groups in the
sonal
and
intersocial Valley area. There is a $1.50
awareness.
dQ1!fil!Q!!. to the Nov. 8 lecture.

SOUTH AMERICAN
ART & CLOTHING
COMING SOON!

GRAND OPENING
AND

"AMERICAN INDIAN
TURQUOISE SHOW''
EL CENTRO MALL

easy."

Learn to land a jet
here and you can land one
anywhere.

Theta Chi Rho sorority
pledges will sponsor a bake sale
[n front of the snack bar all day
today. Cakes, cookies and
cupcakes will be offered.

D~SOOEBANK

&TRUST CO. OF EDINBURG. TEXAS

Cordmlly Invit"es You To

Their Exclusive
Showing Of

SEE YOUR OFFICER

The Country Store
Art Gallery

INFORMATION TEAM

Of Austin, Texas

November 13th, 14th, 15th
At

@

AT THE STUDENT CENTER
11-12 NOVEMBER

THE FIRST STATE BANK
and Trust Co. Of Edinburg

Be So1neone Special. Fly Navy.
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BLANCA CORONA, an Edinburg sophomore, won this 10speed bicycle Oct. 23 in a contest drawing sponsored by the PreLaw Society. The society raised $310 to be used to finance a
possible trip to law schools durillg the semester break. Part of
the funds may also be used for a scholarship, according to
society member, Hollis RuUedge.

Girls React To Lifting
Of Dormitory Curfew
Last week's removal of curfew
restrictions at the women's
Residence Hall has had no
significant repercussions acccrding to female residents.
• 'lbe issuanre of the executive
order by Pan Am president, Dr.
Ralph Schilling, removing
curfew restrictions has instituted open hours for women
dorm residents 18 years of age
and older.
In a sample poll of a{r
p-oximately 28 women living in
the dormitory, three-fourths of
them commented that the lifting of the curfew would affect
little if any of the present dorm
life. One resident said, "I
believe that some girls will take
advantage of the new curfew at
first, but with time things will
level off and be the same as

usual''
Four of the women polled felt

that the change was long overdue. One young woman
remarked, "What has ha~
pened , this week , here at the
PAU dorm is fantastic.
Although I know my parent.s
probably won't be pleased, I
feel that it was about time we
women at the dorm gained our
rigbts." The remaining three
felt that there would be no
change in their life. According
to one resident, "It won't affect
me. I've had open hours since I

student and third degree blackbelt in Karate, and several
contestants for the first annual
karate tournament to be held
Nov. 17 will be on campus Nov.
11 trom 3:30 - 4:30 p.m. to
present a demonstration in the
university center circle.
The
contestants
will
demonstrate karate techniques
and stage a combat for the
students.
The demonstration is sponsored by the Pan Am ROTC
detachment in promotion of the
Professional - Amateur Karate
tournament. SUllenger is program director for the event.
A similar demonstration will be
held Nov. 9 at El Centro Mall in
McAllen.
The karate tournament will
be held Nov. 17 at 7 p.m. in the
Pan American field house.
Contestants from all over Texas
are expected to compete for the
more than 40 tropies and $300 in
cash prized to be given away at
the tournament.
The event will feature
competition in seven divisions
including heavyweight blackbelt, lightweight blackbelt,
brownbelt,
greenbelt and

women's and junior division.
Each division will compete in
the areas of karate combat
(kumite) and form (kata).
The Athlete's foot of Edinburg and the Valley Sports
Center , McAllen Honda and the
Hidalgo Gin and Grain Company of McAllen donated the
trophies.
Tickets for the event are on
sale at eight different Valley

Senate To Meef
A student senate meeting is
scheduled for Thursday at 4: 30
p.m. in university center, 305.
The senators will hear the
reports from investing committees on the election
discrepencies, the day care
center and the four day week. In
addition, the agenda includes a
vote that will extend gratitude
to the administration for it.s
recent reversal of the curfew
restrictions.

prices are $1 for students, $1.50
for general admission and $2.50
for reserved seats.
Tickets may be purchased at
the Athlete's foot in Edinburg,
the PAU University center and
the AFROTC detachment. In
McAllen, tickets may be purchased at Ceramic Mart, New
Dimension, Valley Sports
Center, The
Wear-House
and al any 7-11 food store.

Dolltletthe
price ofa college
education stop
you.

The price of a college education is skyrocketing.
Fortunately the Air Force has done omething to
catch up with it. For the first time, the Air Force
ROTC Scholarships include the 2-year program;
for both men and women.
If you can qualify, the 1ir Force will pay for the remainder of your college education. Not only do
AFROTC 2-year college scholarships cover full
tuition, but reimbursement for textbooks, lab and

incidental fees, as well as a tax-free monthly allowance of $JOO.
·
To cash in on all this just apply, qualify, and enroll
in the Air Force ROTC a1 Off ice Bldg. "H"

Pan American dniversity
It's a great way to finish your college education in
the money, and build a future where the sky's no
limit ... as an officer in the Air Force.
MAKETIIEMOSTOFIT

was a freshman."
Despite the removal of the
curfew, the girl's dorm will
remain under the same policy
as before. Except for those
affected by the new curfew
policy, the dormitory will lock
its doors at 12 a.m. Sunday
through Thursdays and 2 a.m.
Friday and Saturday.

Committee
Swdies Merger
It's been a week since the
Pan American University
board of regents voted
continue researching the
feasibility of merging with the
University of Texas system on
Oct. 26 in Houston .
According to Morris Atlas,
member of the board, regents
appointed to the special committee chosen to study the
merger have not met as a group
yet. Board members Moises
Vela, Ruben Cardenas and
Atlas were appointed to the
committee by Mrs. Allen
Shivers, board chairman.
Atlas also said that the
committee probably would be
expanded in the future to include members of the Pan Am
faculty, the student body and
possibly members of the
general public, to air their
ideas.

lo

Madman
Mach D
Arrow

D'Gala
Spire
Male

The Pan American
Classified Ads

WHITE ELEPHANT
415 South Broadway
McAllen

...
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One Returning Starter

Broncs To Shake Inexperience
" The thing you have to realize
about this bunch is that most of
them never have played against
college juniors and seniors
before, " said Coach Abe
Lemons about bis brand-new
Broncs.
" Seniors know a lot of tricks,
as this bunch is going to find
out. " Lemons is talking about
his tall , yet inexperienced,
group of junior college transfers. The group has several of
the individual qualities that
make a winner in college
basketball. They are not only

two years at Pan Am. Guerra is
just a junior this year and his
statistics for the past two
seasons show his worth to Pan
Am on an inexperienced team.
Guerra bas averaged a
steady six assists a game for
those two years and was the
second-leading scorer on the
team last year with a 14.4
average. Guerra and Don
Cardenas, last year's backcourt
combination were not only
instrumental in the offensive
efforts, but they ( at times ) ran
the opposing teams ragged with
their steals, charging fouls and
hustling.
Cardenas is gone, but Guerra
will be joined in the backcourt
by 6-2 Marshall Rogers, a redshirt last year at Pan Am. The
way it looks now, the pressure is
being put on Rogers to try to fill
Bruce King's vacated sneakers.
King was the No. 2 scorer in the
country last year averaging 31
points a game.
Rogers comes from Kansas
University and Summer High
School in St. Louis, Mo. With
Rogers having two years left to
Arnold (Pizza) Vera
play, he and Guerra could prove
:;:-o!o!o!o!o!o!o!o!o!oooooooooooooo!o!o!o!~o!lo!lo;;~ to be one of the most awesome
:;:l!l!l!l!ll!l!lill!fi
l!IYil!r- • !
backcourt combinations in the
0 1:
country by next year.
Coach Lemons says of
Gu.erra: " There _isn't a better
:Ir.
1110 all-around guard m the country
than Jesus Guerra," and
::II
:;::: Lemons, who is a 20-year
veteran of major-college
WESTERN AUTO
coaching, doesn't spread praise
0
Edinb g
7. 0 around too quickly. Rogers will
215 E Ca
:;:
· . no
ur
probably speak for himself in
:II
_
Offe~ Expll'es November 13!h
:Lo the first few contests the Broncs
:Ulilililililililifililillilililil!lililili..HHI:::
have this year.
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
The rest of the front-line is
made up of five solid performers. They are ~ Willie
Rimmer,~ Steve Washington,
6-5 Gilbert King, 6-5 John
McDowell and 6-5 Arnold Vera.
Vera is the 220 pound
sophomore who was a starter
for a few games as a walk-on
last year.
Three other returnees at the
guard spots are 6-1 Arnold
' 421 EAST UNIVERSITY DRIVE
Stamps, 6-2 Jerry Williamson
EDINBURG
and 5-10 Ray Harton. McAllen
has some representation on this
year's Pan American Broncs.
t!!!Cf3)~
The three main cogs in
McAllen's championship
machine are attending Pan Am
'REG. $4.98
REG. $5.98 ALBUMS
as freshman. They are fHi
Eddie Gonzalez, a high school
center who will play forward in
college, 6-2 Cris Garcia, the
high scoring partner of GonREG. $6.98 ALBUMS
zalez, and 5-8 Bobby Byrnes, the
hustling little-man from the
REG:-$6.98
REG. $f98
REG. $7.98 ALBUMS
Bulldogs.
The overall outlook for the
team is probably the best it has

(DI

:,:,=.,
:t=

::=
:=.

tall, but fast, young and strong.
Maybe the only ingredient
lacking is the ability to play
well together as a team. Some
of the greatest individual
players in the cowttry have
played at Pan Am in recent
years, but the lack of a team
kept them from winning big.
There are some scheduling
handicaps to begin with. The
Broncs open on the road, play 15
of their 27 games on the road
and travel a total of 19,600 miles
on those road trips. The opener
(on the road ) is against SMU in
Dallas, followed the next night
by TCU in Fort Worth.
The squad has but two seniors
on the 14-man roster. One of
those is 6-7 Julius Howard, the
240pounder that will be counted
on heavily at the center post
position. Howard came to Pan
Am after the University of
Corpus Christi dropped the
sports program.
The only returning starter is
Jesus ( Chuy ) Guerra, the 5-10
Roma All-America who has
already started 50 majorcollege basketball games in his

=::

OFF •••:
•••°

(DON ANYTHING IJ:
IN THE STORE =::
=r:

been in several years. The big
question mark is still seeing if
the individual talent on this
team can mold together and
work as a unit. If they can, they
won't be bothered by a schedule
that contains only Southwest
Conference teams and some of
Pan Am's other usu.al opponents.
Such annual powerhouses as
Oral Roberts University
( twice ) , Jacksonville
University, and Southwestern
Louisiana ( twice ) are long gone
from the schedule, giving the
Broncs a chance at a good
record.
The " team-jelling " sessions
are held daily during the week
and on Saturd&y at 3:30 p.m.
The location is in the Pan
American Fieldhouse and the
sessions are open to the public.
Lemons encourages fans to

come and watch the practice
sessions. 'We don't have any
secrets and we like to have
some people in the stands."

Jesus (C)luy) Guerra

Congratulations
TO

PHI KAPPA THETA
On The Purchase Of Their New
Fraternity House
From

,=:
'-,!

Edinburg

Be

tflJ fam.ily center
ecord

DEPT.

~

SPANISH ALBUMS

$3.69

' $437

8-TRACK TAPES

0

$5.77

$6.77

$5.57 .
$6.57 .

yourself
in our SheerToe.:fo Waist
Panty Hose.
They're the same
color all over.
Perfect for under
any fashion.
Not a single line
to betray your
natural look. If
anything shows
-it's you. _____,

1Qd<:ttsgir1~
Sheer-Toe-To-Waist Panty Hose.

99¢
HAS Fl NISH ED IT'S
NEW LOOK!
EDINBURG

*****

COME CHECK IT OUT. * *

**

*

MCALLEN
MISSION

WESLACO
MERCEDES
RIO GRANDE CITY
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In-tramural Basketball Has Big Opening Week
Duck! Dodge! Whatever you FCA in the second game that narrowly edging the Latin
do, don't get hit by an in- night by a 48-28 norm. Some Jokers by a 54-52 tally. That
tramural basketball; they're individual totals in that game decision came in one overtime
flying around on Tuesdays and were Jay Van Burkleo with 14 with the awesome Ken SaunWednesdays at Pan American. points, Berman Garza with 16 ders taking scoring honors for
Last week's scores are now points and Mario Hernandez the night with 15 points. What
available. The games Tuesday with 14 points.
moves!
saw the Knights whip APO 40-20
The third game saw the best
The following night the
with three people making eight game of the night with the Pros women took over the court for
points for the winning squad. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Those people are John Lopez,
George Echazerreta and
George Zamora. The leader for
the APOs was Oscar Martinez
with eight.
The Siblings romped on the

'Meet Your Pan Am
Cross Country Team

FOR

HIM-N-HER
LEE
KARMAN
THE STOCKMAN
ELY PLAINS RIDER

the first game with the Campettes
slaughtering
the
Newman Club by a 12-2 score.
Raquel Ojeda led all scorers
with six points while Isabel
Salinas tallied two for the
losers.
The second game was bet.
ween the Roadrunners and the
Newman Club (men). The
Roadrunners captured the
elusive win by a 36-24 point
total. Some scoring totals in
that one are Jimmy Galvan
with 14, Juan Ponce with eight
and Ernesto Tijerina with eight.
The Athletes were more
athletic than the Dribble Ex'press and won the contest
between them 48-38. Gil
Bocanegra and Fernando
Ortega pumped through 18 each
in that contest.
Last night's contests involved
the following matchups. The
Pros took on the Athletes in the
opener, BSU fought it out with
the Knights next, and the final
contest was between Camp and
Newman . No scores are

available on those at this time.
Tonight's contests are: The
Express against the Jokers, the
FCA against the Veterans and
the Roadrunners against the
Smoke Eaters. All scores will
be revealed in next week's
paper.

Volleyball
Winners
GetNames
Intramural volleyball winnershave come to the attention
of the sports world. The Camp
squad took first place honors
with the Newman ladies sliding
in second.
Members of the Camp team
are Sandra Benavidez, Blanca

Gonzales, Delia Gutierrez,
Yolanda Alvarado, Josi Diaz de
Leon, Gloria Cantu, Barbara
Castillo, Eva Chavez, Adelu.a
Guerra, Raquel Ojeda, Raquel
Ergueros and Minerva Garza.

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIOS
FREE MAKE-UP LESSONS
Two Coovenieo& Locations
1516 W. University
219 East Cano
Edinburg
383-1381
383--4511

JUSTIN
· CHRIS ROMERO
NACONA

CRAIG

For

SONY

LODICO ELECTRONICS

Men and Women

218 South 12th and 208 East Cano

FENTON

Ramiro Davila

For

Women And Girls

Alonzo Pena

Edinburg

SUPERSCOPE

RCA

RAMIRO DAVO..A is a 1972 graduate of Falfurrias High
School. Ramiro is in his junior year at Pan Am majoring in
Special education and minoring in physical education. He runs
the 6-mile in cross country competition and the 3-mile in track
competition. He is a member of the Newman Movement and his
favorite hobby is playing the guitar.
ALONZO PENA is a graduate ofFalfurrias High School. A
sophmore, Alonzo is majoring in physical education and
minoring in history. He runs the 6-mile in cross country and the
3-mile event during track. He is hoping to qualify for the CAA
National Cross Country Meet in the 6-mile run. He won the San
Antonio Half Marathon this month in San Antonio. Alonzo is an
active member of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes.

FASHION ART

(~~!)~M)
202 E. MclNTYRE

EDINBURG

"Wear The Look OfTodau
For A Loue/y Tonuwrou· ... "
Fmm
~Al· ~"llllill '/36¥. cfne.
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Badminton Women Head For State
There are badminton women Division singles semi-finals,
heading for state from Pan Am. eliminated in the A-Division
Norma and Silvia Barron won doubles quarter-finals, and
the South Zone tournament as eliminated in the A-Division
reported in last week's paper. mixed quarter~finals; while
They finished 1-2 in singles and Silvia Barron was eliminated in
took doubles honors together for the A-Division singles quarterthe clean sweep of the tourney. finals, eliminated in the AIt has now been announced Division doubles quarter-finals,
that the other three Pan Am and finally eliminated in the Awomen attending
the South Division mixed semi-finals.
Z.C>ne Tournament have been --TH_E__________
invited to attend the state

The Pan Am women, though

winning oot a single first place,
managed to latch their hands
on the team trophy. The tourney
was attended by 76 women, so
the team win was a"pretty good
one" according to the Coach of
the squad, Ivy Darling. The
state tourney Saturday is the
final stop for the team.

..,.!.lllli.---------

tournament. Those women are
Janie Cavasos, fourth in Zone

''WEAR" HOUSE·
'Of EDINBURG

singles; Elva and Belen Santos,
fourth in Zone doubles.
That means that altogether "Where Most Items Are Under SI
five female Broncs will be on
Across From p AU Campus
the road Thursday for Houston
and the tournament. The
tourney will be held Saturday at
tbe University of Houston.
th~
ON ALL JEWELRY IN STOCK

o70 Off

IS NOW OFFERING

1

,!;I~ f~~!~en°J,;~ip
0

SIZZLING SISTERS for the Pan American badminton team
this year are Norma and Sylvia Barron. They, and three of their
teammates are headed for the state tournament in Houston this
weekend.

OL

=Ex:::::pir::::!::=es=N~ov=··="=th::::=====~~~-...,

the Houston Open Tournament ...,__:::=Off=e=r
are in. Ivy Darling placed
second in the B-Division
doubles play; Norma Barron
was eliminated in the A-

Baseballers Take Scrimmage

No Service Charge
No Minimum
Balance
to

Split With Tough
The 1975 baseball Broncs got
their first real test last weekend
when Temple Junior College
came to Edinburg for a couple
of controlled scrimmages.
A couple of days of vigorous
activity ( about nine hours
worth) produce a split of wins
on the two days. The hometown
Broncs won the first day after a

great struggle. The offense for
the Broncs was the major factor
of the first day's action, scoring
11 runs.
On Saturday, the game was
led by the Broncs for 10 innings
by a 1-0 score. The later innings,
however, saw the Temple bunch
hustle a couple of runs across
the plate for an overall win on

Soccer Broncs Fight
To Tie With St. Marys
The hustling Pan Am soccer
squad fought to a 3-3 tie with St. ,
Mary's
University
last
Saturday at Pan American.
Bronc David Stepp scored the
last goal of the game with three
minutes left on a "header' ,
which is shot off the cranium.
Martin Arrambide, the Pan
Am goalie, blocked at St. Marys
attempt with one minute to go
that sewed up the tie. The save
by Arrambide was reported to

this desk as no less than
''spectacular."
The other two Pan Am goals
were scored by Jaime Catan
and Daniel Viveros. All three of
Pan Am's goals were pushed
through in the second half,
making for an exciting game.
The Broncs are on the road
against Rice in Houston this
weekend. The remainder of the
Broncs games are on the road
this year.

CANTU'S PHARMACY
51 l South Closner
Edinburg
INTRODUCES THE COMPLETE LINE OF

BonnE
BELL
COSMETICS
Including the ever famous Ten-0-Six Lotion
Also
A Beautiful New Line of Jewelry

AND

Fast Prescription Service

For The Perfect Gilt Everytune-Jewelry
A Gilt That Will Last Forever

101

orth 12th

Edinbw·g

J83-2432

Temple
Saturday. The inability of the
Broncs to get the big hit with
men on base was the big factor
in that loss. Pan Am people
were left on base in droves.
The Broncs are scheduled for
a scrimmage contest today at
Jody
Ramsey
Memorial
Stadium against the Bee County
Junior College team. On
Saturday the home squad is
scheduled to play a practice
game against San Jacinto
Junior College. Today's game
will start about 3 p.m. while the
Saturday contest will begin
around noon.

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
or
THOSE OVER 65

MEMBER F. D I.C .

FOR BRONCO DAYS
·OR

ANY DAY.
TRY US!!
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Newmanites Plan
Nov. 8-10 Retreat
- A retreat for the post-high

school age group, both college
and career, will be sponsored
by the Newman Movement Nov.
8-10 at the Valley Christi.an
Encampment in Olmito.
Directed by Sister Kathy
Lehnen and Father Jerry Frank
of the Student Center for Social
Involvement, the retreat will
focus on self-growth, personal
relationships and goal setting.
Cost for attending is $8.50.
Interested persons may sign up
at the SCSI. 1615 W. Kuhn.

Students -May Use
UC Facilities
Student
and
faculty
organizations wishing to
reserve university center
facilities must make their
requests through the university
center office, according to
direct.or Tony Vela.
These facilities include the
faculty lounge, snack bar,
cafeteria,
ballroom
and
conference

-

TIIESE SEVEN girls will govern Kappa Delta sorority until
new elections in January. They are ( back row) Loraine Serota,
publicity; Linda Roman, secretary; Neena Sanfilippo,
president; and Bonnie Dougal, vice-president. Also shown are
1front rowJ Susie Dennis, membership chairman; Terri
Estrada, trasurer; and Patti Vallejo, assistant treasurer.

· --~..

EL

CENTRO
SOUND
CENTER
El Centro Mall
Pharr-McAllen

OVER 15,000
RECORDS & TAPES
To Choose From
At Our Discount
Prices.
Authorized Dealer For
Crown-Revox-Bose
Phase Liner

a
forafew
good college men.

Barefield Work Listed
In New Play Catalog
Shakespeare's play, "A
Midsummer Night's Dream,"
adapted for children by Dr. J.
G. Barefield, former head of the
speech and drama department,
and
entitled
''Bottom's
Dream," is listed in the 1975
catalog of ''New Musicals and
Plays" published by Performance Publishing Company
of Elgin, Ill.
The catalog states the play
has been trimmed to run for 45
minutes, composed of one act
and geared for a children's
audience.
The catalog describes the
work as a short and simplified
version of the Shakesperian
production with simplified
staging.
Dr. Barefield resigned as
head of the department to
produce "Valley of the Golden
Sun,'' an outdoor drama which
will serve as Pan American
University's contribution to the
Bicentennial Celebration.

Man Must Make Life
Worthwhile, Says Garcia
"Unless we change in the art
of living and lift man's mind to
a higher level, to the ultimate
end as designed by our Creator,
life will not be worth living,"
warned Dr. Octavio Garcia as
he addressed Alphi Chi national
honor society, members and
guests last Thursday in the
ballroom. Dr. Garcia, physician
and surgeon in McAllen, was
guest speaker at the fall convocation of Alpha Chi.
In his speech, entitled
"Medicine in Literature," Dr.
Garcia sketched the roles which
some of the members of his
profession have
played in
literature. He mentioned
physician writers were many
and there have been more of
them than of any other learned
profession, except maybe the
clergy.
According to Dr. Garcia, a
true physician should not only
be a scientist but also a
thorough humanist. He said
that in this modern age we are
witnessing a downgrading of
our tracHtions and the tendency
to worship a science brings
negligence to the arts.
He stressed that the orcHnary

man should get away from the
"untrue
entertainment,"
particularly all media of
communication, and read
literature which he is not
acquainted with.

"Bottom's Dream,'' designed
for a flexible cast of 10 or more
actors, includes the characters
of Nicholas Bottom, a weaver;
Snug, a cabinet maker; Starveling, a tailor; Snout, a tinker
and Flute. a bellows mender.

Dr. Neitzel To Read
Paper At Meeting
Highlighting the Southern
Historical Assn. meeting in
Dallas Nov. 6-9 will be the
reading of the paper, "The
Evolution of August Bebel's
Social-Political Philisophy,
1864-1871," by Dr. Sarah C.
Neitzel, assistant professor of
history at Pan American
University.
While working on her Pb. D.
in history at Texas Tech
University, Dr. Neitzel received
a Deutscher Akademischer
Austauscbdienst (DAAD) grant
to Germany to complete
research on her dissertation.
Or. Neitzel. who specializes in
early modern and modern
European history, received her
Ph. D. in history from Tech last
May. Her research in Germany
provided the basis for her paper
on Bebe!.
Two members of the Pan Am
history department, Dr. James
Irby and Dr. Rondel Davidson,
also plan to attend the meeting.

Companies Offer Jobs
Job placement interviews for
seniors will be conducted this
week by a number of schools
and companies. Prospective
graduates may schedule interviews at the placement office
in university center, 116.
- On Thursday, the Houston
Police Department will be
interviewing all majors. Dun
and Bradstreet Inc. will be
interviewing business majors.
Texas Southern University will
conduct interviews
with
students interested in attending
law school both Thursday and
Friday.
On Friday, Tenneco Inc. will
interview accounting majors,
the Caterpillar Tractor Company will interview computer
science and marketing majors
and St. Mary's law school will
interview pre-law students.
The city of Dallas will in-

terview all majors planning to
graduate in December Nov. 1113 for positions with the fire
department. The Department of
the Navy will set up a recruiting
booth in front of the snack bar
Nov. 11-12. George Washington
University will be interviewing
minority pre-law students Nov.
11.

On
ov, 12, the Internal
Revenue Service will conduct
interviews for all majors. John
Deere and Company will mterview business majors. Aetna
Life and Casualty will interview
all majors in the business field.
The U.S. Marine Corps will be
recruiting ov. 12-13.
On Nov. 13, R.J. ReYTiolds
Tobacco Company will interview all graduat~s for sales
representative positions and
IBM from Austin will interview
accounting majors.

$100 for each month of the school year. It's like a

$900 annual scholarship. If you qualify, you can
earn it as a member of the Marine Corps' Platoon
Leaders Class.
You11 also be earning a Marine officers commission through PLC summer training at
Quantico, Virginia.
Talk to the Marine officer who visits your
campus.

IT'S A NATURAL LEATHER
AND WOOD LOOK

C

The Marines are

looking for afew good men.
PAN AMERICAN STUDENTS- Meet First
Lieutenant Lentz at the Student Union,
November 12 & 13 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

6
Unarantoo
7 S. Main

McAllen
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~Tiny Alice' To Open
To Run Nov. 7-9
"Tiny Alice,' the speech and
drama department's second
production this fall, will
premiere for general audiences
Thursday at 8: 15 p.m. in the
fine arts auditorium and will
run through Saturday night.
The final dress rehearsal
tonight will also be used as a
preview for Pan Am faculty and
staff. A panel
discussion
following
tonight's
performance will be used to review

and critique the Edward Albee
play.
Leading tonight's discussion
will be Pan Am professors Dr.
Ted Clark and Dr. Ray Welch.
Rev. William Crist and Rev.
Jerry Frank and Jan Courtney,
•'Tiny Alice" director.
The play is free to students.
faculty and stalf members.
Reservations may be made by
contacting the speech and
drama department office.

JOE FOGARTY PORTRAYING A CARDINAL and Tom Jarrett
portraying a lawyer, discuss their days as school chums.

PREPARING TO CELEBRATE the ceremony of Miss Alice are cast members Joe

HRlSfOFHE~SM EN IS

1920NORTHTENTH

WEAR

.JERRY CURL

MCALLEN

Fogarty, Conrad Solis, Bonnie Jarrett, Randall Thomas and Tom Jarrett.

Calendar

ARTURO VELA INSURANCE AGENCY
•
Homeo!fne rs
1412 W. University
Across From Student Center

mc1,ael;

307
Psychology Club; 5 p.m., SB2,
guest speaker

Thursday

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES

IK; 7-6 p.m., UC 307

8£HIND THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
EDINBURG

.682-9541

MCALLEN

PARTS

ACCESSORIES

CYLCLE SPORTS CENTER

SWSA; 5:3~:30 p.m., LA 124

FUN"

f1"9i1J Shoe Store

· HERB'S COLONIAL VILLAGE

Newman; 1:40-2:55, Chapel

,S

I

SHOES FOR THE COLLEGE MINDED
STUDENTS

El Sol; 5:3~:30, UC 306

-WHEIE FASHION

Melico lrt••
383-5366
Edinburg

1~

Club de Espanol; 4-6 p.m., UC

Your Kawasaki Dealer in the Metro Area
21 ~ Miles North 281
11

Mile East

Pharr

787-9091

~=~~=-~=.:_:_:_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'!'!=

practice field
Sunday
•
Kappa Delta Pi; 2-4 p.m., UC
307
UCPC;
9 a.m.-1 p.m.,
Fieldhouse
Theta Chi Rho; 6:30-10 p.m., UC
305A

Monday

llobl le Homes Ins.

ROFFLER

306

Phi Kappa Tau; 6-10 p.rn., UC
307A
Phi Kappa Theta; 7:30-9:30
p.m., UC 306
Tuesday
Newman; 1:40-2:55, Chapel
Delta Zeta; 6-9 p.m., UC 307

_

Of McAllen
Professional Men's Hairstyling
1013
Wisteria
McAllen
Mile Norlh of
Nolana LOOP oll Narlh I au, Slreel
686-1511

HOPE;
6:30-6:30
p.m.,
University Center
IFC; 7:30-8:30 p.m. UC 306
Greek Council; 8:30-10 p.m. UC

FIND IT AT THE
ALLEY
SHOP
J-- ~

,

Beautiful Hair is Our Thing ...

Today
SAACS, 4-5, SB3

IK Page Class; 6:30-7 p.rn., UC
307A
Phi Kaps, 4 p.m., Edinburg

lork1un, Co•P·

Auto, Li le
Business

EDITOR'S
NOTE:
All
campus organizations and clubs
are in encouraged to provide
The Pan American with information pertaining to the
perpetuation and purpose of
these groups as a service to the
student body.

FOR
CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIAL

THE SCHOOL ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY

1807 North 10th

McAllen
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•PRESENTS•
NOVEMBER 6th THRU 8th
MUSIC, "in the circle'\ ALONG WITH TICKET
SALES IN FRONT OF SNACK BAR.

.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7th

CONCERT COMMITTEE MEETING, U.C. 303, 5 P.M.
U.C.P.C. GENERAL MEETING, SNACK BAR, 7 P.M.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10th
CONCERT, THE HUES CORPORATION, PAN AMERICAN
FIELD HOUSE, 8 P.M.

a

MEXICAN

DON PEPE'S

lallzing In
clousnour
tacos.

TO EAT

BEST MEXICAN FOOD IN TOWN
FRESH HOMEMADE TAMAUS

.

Corner of
Cc95&Z3rd
McAllen

682-0921

ENJOY
YOUR
MEAL!

Orders To-Oo Dally
383-9124
524 W. Universffy

313-0062

Edloburg

. FRIED CHICKEN IND
TASTE BETTER

TO EAT

AT

~

PARK BOWL
PRESENTS

CORNER OF 21ST AND

HAPPY HOUR

EAST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

MONDA y

H DAILY

CALDO, MENUDO, TACOS CHALUPAS,
CARNE GUISADA, ENCHILADAS,
HAMBURGERS, CHICKEN FRIED STEAK

99

C

PITCHER $1.75

TO EAT

With ID

PARK BOWL

DAILY

Your Fun Center In Edinburg
cross From The Echo HoteJ

Op n 8:30 - 7:00

3 3-

Formerly Taco Hut
Edinburg

Dllnallft'

i(

~

f-A. ~ ~

** *** ..

* RONALD McDONALD

~

Robust German
SpecJaltJes
Catering
For SpeclaJ

IMC!o-+-

~

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1974

M,

FROM 1 ~ P,M.

A EUROPEAN DELIGHT!

M.

VALLEY!!

IS COMING TO THE

POOL ½ PRICE

BOWLING 40c ALINE

PLATE SPECIAL

105 N. Sugar Rd.

FRIDAY

2 P.M. To 5 P.M.

EDUARDO'S
F

nmu

l-ie-+.-

~
El Centro Mall
~
~~~~f-A.~

odwtche

And

Occasions

Pastries

~htiM

•

H
WlfH THI UUO o,SOUHO

·

• IIIVICI
,,...,._._
815 EA T 9th
11! IO

585-5961

682--033 I

1205 'O TH CLO
EOlNBLRG

•

®

22'.?0 PE
kAI.LE

3~3011

R
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CENTURY
OF EDINBURG
t

STARTS FRIDAY
WHEN THE DEMONS

OF EVIL...
TAKE ALL POWER
OF REASON .. .
ONLY IMPU~E
REMAINS!

NOW

CITRUS
OF EDINBURG :

SHOWING1

''AH YES, MY LITTLE
- EE!"

CINEMA 1
3420 NORTH 10TH ST.-682·4349

William Starring

r:Sez-:

Ruth

Shatner

And
Roman
Starts November 13th

The Trial Of Billy Jack

NO RIGHT
TURN

PG

DNESDAY THRU TUESDAY
CONRACK SURE CAN
SHAKE UP A TOWN!

ON RED

It was the summer of '69 when he came.
They'd never forget him. It all started
because he was hacked off with the
system.
:Based on the best seller
'THE WATER IS WIDE' '

DISCO-PL
EX
OFFERING
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'DELI VERANCE"
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For Information Call 383-9394

OPEN 11 A.M. TILL 12 P.M.
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FJR

His story 1s true.

Elliot
George
Gould
And
Segal
Ends Tuesday
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WHISKEY RIVER
Seven Super Talented
Performers With Their
Own Style Ol Music!

PARTY ROOM AVAILABLE
NIGHTLY
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL
383-9276
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Open at 5 P.M. Daily

( I FIE( POPCOllf

Sil.Oil MOVIES

Won't You Join

Happy Hour 5-8 p.m.
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•

SERVING au YOIII
FAYOIITt DRINKS

' PROUDLY PRESENTS
IN CONCERT

THE

HUES CORPORATION
WITH SPECIAL GUEST

BOB JENKINS BAND

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10th, 1974
8 P.M., PAN AMERICAN FIELDHOUSE
STUDENT TICKETS: $3.00 AT U.C. OFFICE

$5.00 AT THE DOOR
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Queen's Parade
ContinuesEvents
In Bronco Days

~,,.

l

BRONCO DAYS BEGAN Wl'nl a Oag raising in the library circle. The main speaker was
Fr. Robert Maier. The dedication was given by Romulo Martinez and master of ceremonies
was Ricardo Chapa, Dean of Men. ROTC reptesentatives were Col. Gene Richmond and.
Major Robert Stocton. Honored guests include Dr. Miguel Nevarez; Mr. Keith KeMedy;
Dr. Elmer Flaccus; Vets counselors, William E. Miller and Arnaldo Perez. Approximately
350 people attended.

Inter-American Affairs
To Offer Scholarships
A number of students in the
division of inter-American
affairs and international
education and other academic
departments will receive
financial assistance this
semester through the Sylvia M.
Dominguez Ph.D. Scholarship
Fund.
Originated only this fall, the
scholarship will be made
possible from the proceeds of
"Samuel la Carretilla," an
original play by Dr. Dominguez
of the foreign languages
department. The three-act
Spanish play will premiere for
university audience Nov. 21 in
the fine arts auditoriwn at 8
p.m.

The Nov, 29-30 performances
in the McAllen Civic Center will
provide the money for the
scholarship. Tickets for this
performance will sell for $2 per
person.
The scholarship will be administered through the interAmerican affairs and international education division.
Division vice-president, Dr.
Arnulfo Martinez explained be
could not estimate the size of
the scholarship until after the
play performances.
However, he did say students
will be required to submit
applications to his office in
education building 143 to

TACT Dinner To Honor
South Texas Legislators
South Texas legislators will
be honored with an appreciation
dinner Nov. 20 at 7 p.m. in the
university center ballroom,
given by the local chapter of the
Texas Asrociation of College
Teachers.
"The purpose of the dinner is
to express appreciation for the
important support and efforts of
our local legislators in the
growth and advancement of
PAU," explained Cdr. Robert
Close of the math department.
Legislators to be invited
include Sen. Raul Longoria and
Reps. Felix McDonald, Gregory
Montoya, A.C. "Tony" Garcia,
Melchoir Chavez, Ruben Torres

No. 11

and Terry-Canales. In addition,
members of the Pan Am board
of regents are expected to attend the dinner as special
guests.
Faculty and staff members
may obtain tickets for the
dinner through department
beads this week.

compete for the scholarship. A
committee to be chosen later
will choose the recipients.
According to Dr. Martinez,
the scholarship partially will be
used to help defray expenses of
students participating in interAmerican affairs - sponsored
seminars.
''We cannot defray the entire
cost of a student's participation
in these seminars, but we can
help defray part of the cost," he
pointed out. The division is
currently enlisting students to
participate in seminars at the
United Nations in New York
and in India during the
semester break.
Since the scholarship is a new
venture for Pan Am, plans for
its continuation are indefinite.
This year, it will be funded
solely through the proceeds
from Dr. Dominguez' play.
Most likely, Dr. Martinez explained, it will be a temporary
project.
Dr. Martinez emphasized that
while the Inter-American
division is sponsoring the
scholarship, it will be open to all
students at Pan Am as are the
division's trips and seminars.

Bronco days will contin(!ethis
week with the queen's parade
at 1 p.m. today, with voting
today and Thursday. The
parade will begin at the library
circle and end at the university
center circle.
Second and third periods will
be dismissed Thursday. The
activities scheduled to be near
the science building at this time
include a cow chip toss at 9:30
a.m., sponsored by the rodeo
club; sack race at 10 a.m.,
sponsored by Phi Kappa Theta;
egg throw at 10:30 a.m.,
sponsored by Phi Kappa Tau;
cigar smoking contest at 10:50
a.m., sponsored by the social
workers organization; tobacco
spitting contest at ll:10 a.m.,
sponsored by the Rodeo Club;
root beer chug contest at 11:40
sponsored by Kappa Delta;
three legged race at 12: 10 p.m.,
sponsored by Tau Kappa Epsilon and a bat relay race at
12:40 p.m. sponsored by the
Jll.tercollegiate Knights.
Ribbons and trophies will be
awarded to individuals and
organizations who win the
events, according to Melba
Martinez, publicity chairman.
There will be no classes
Friday, due to the Texas State
Teachers Association convention to be held here, but the
traditional rodeo will be at the

Sheriff's Posse Arena.
Saturday, Bronco Days activities will be wrapped up with
the queen coronation and dance
in 1he TKE house.
Monday's activities included
a ilag raising by the Veterans
Club and a tug of war near the
science building at 1 p.m.
Tuesday
a
gymnastics
exhibition and music was
provided in the university
center circle.

Coffee House
To Feature
Local Talent
The Pan Am Coffee House
will reopen Nov. 21, from 7:30
p.m. until midnight. Coffee
House is sponsored by the
University Center Program
Council.
The entertainment for this
Coffee House will be provided
by local groups and Pan Am
talent. Any singer; group or
poet desiring to perform for the
Coffee House audience will be
welcome to audition.
Those interested in performing should call the UCPC
office at 381-2611 and leave the
performer's name and a
telephone number where he can
be reached.

Brownsville To Initiate
MBA Degree In Spring
Although the recently ap- faculty members qualified to
proved master of business teach at the graduate level are
administration degree program hired.
Within the next week, the
is not scheduled to begin until
next September, the Pan Am school ot business will send job
Brownsville campus will offer descriptions to colleges and
one of the new I graduate universities throughout the
country in an effort to recruit
courses this spring.
•'Personnel Administration two graduate faculty members.
and Industrial Relations"
business administration 6362, BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
The department of behavioral
will be taught · by Dr. Ralph
Penington, director of the sciences will hold a meeting
Brownsville center. According with all students interested in
to dean of the business ad- attending graduate school in
ministration school, Dr. Robert psychology, sociology, anMcMichael, institution or the thropology or philosophy. The
program at the Edinburg meeting will be Nov. 18 at noon
campus must be delayed until in the university center, 307.

Senate Meeting Erupts Into Individual Debate

In a meeting of the student
senate last Thursday, Armando
castro was allowed a senate
seat provided his major
qualifies him to fill one of the
vacancies.
Pan American University
student Association president
Amplified Version Eddie de la Garza refused to
accept a resolution that Castro
To Perform
be appointed to a vacant seat in
The Amplified Version, a t.he school of humanities since
touring band best known for its he is under the school of social
rendition of Johnny Nash's, "I sciences. Previously Castro and
can See Clearly Now," will Yolanda Mora, another canappear in a free concert Nov. 24 clidate, both successful in their
at 8:30 p.m. in the university bid for senate seats, had been
disqualified for running under
center ballroom
the wrong academic school.
The University Center castro cited discrepancies in
Program Council and the the election code as reason for
Baptist Student Union are co- his error.
sponsors for the event.
Eddie Medrano, investigating

committee chairman,
presented a recommendation
concerning election code rules
for student elections. He stated,
"To prevent any such future
events we recommend that the
senate appoint a special
committee to review, amend
and if necessary, draw up a
completely new election code
that will then be submitted to
the senate for approval."
In addition to committee
reports, the senate heard a
complaint
from
Hollis
Rutledge, president pro tern.
Rutledge
asserted
that
chairman Medrano had failed
to give him a typewritten report
on the investigating committee's decisions. He contended that Medrano had not
only shown negligence but had

violated senate policy by
withholding infonnation from
the Senate. In his defense
Medrano tried to clarify and
apologize for any discrepancy.
When he stated that he had not
been negligent, a heated debate
occurred.
Despite efforts by the committee to remove Medrano, the
senate took a vote of confidence. The results were that
Medrano would remain on the
committee. Although the chair
ruled that he be allowed to
remain it stated that further
conference with the judiciary
committee on the matter would
take place. To this ruling
Medrano once again protested
and the meeting was adjourned
with Medrano and
others
still contesting the complaint.

The senate also approved a
number of appoinbnents made
by de la Garza. Appointed
senators include Charles Bruce,
Tony Silva, Doris Davis and
Mike McMurphy. Appointed to
the court were Jack Wolfe, chief
justice, Rene Farias, Jane
Cross and Ponce Duran.
President de la Garza informed the senate that the new
dorm hours regulation would go
to the board of regents for
formal approval in its
December meeting. Despite the
the new dorm curfew policy,
women residents are expected
to indicate a particular time of
return to the dormitory, and if
m that time period the resident
has not returned or notified
dorm officials of a later arrival,
demerits will be given.
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Letter To The Editor

Election Mistake AlbeePlap Confuses Audience
Exposes Tension
·

by Norma Fuqua

"Somebody explain it to me,"
one faculty member said. "Yes,
please," another said. ' Whee,
what
a play," was another
To the Editor:
to check out the qualifications
c9mment, followed by "so
An urgent matter facing the of the candidates.
student senate at this time is the
However, the fallacy in bis that's what it was."
"Tiny Alice," the speech and
problem of PAUSA election argument is that there are
drama department's second
discrepencies and the question inherent responsibilities in any
presentation of the 1974 season
of what to do with Armando job, whether or not those
Castro.
responsibilities are openly is controversial whether you do
or don't understand it.
Castro tied for third place out sta~. _It is the duty of anyone
The play, written by Edward
of the four available positions in who ism charge of an election
Albee,
famed writer of "Who's
the school of humanities. to verify the qualifications of
However, Castro belongs in the each and every candidate to Afraid of Virginia Wolfe "
discusses man's faith in G~d
school of social sciences. He make sure that no unqualified
and man's ability to mold God
mistakenly filed under the candidates are placed on the
wrong school due to the fact ballot. 'Essentially, the student the Creator, into whatever ~
wishes him to be.
that the two schools had been government officers wanted to
Attempts are made by Albee
joined under the same beading make Castro pay for the atamtil September 1973 when torney general's mistake. throughout the play to show a
they were separ~ted. '
That's how i~ appears on the dichotomy, but a dichotomy of
Student govern men f surface. But there is a lot more what? Everything it seems·
faith, morals, God, good
executive officers attempted to to the story than that.
idealisms, reality the
~ _up the mistake by simply ~e rea_l reason that PAU~A evil,
Bible, sex.
'
ejecting Castro from his senate officers bied to deny Castro his
For the faculty premiere of
and nullifying all of his senate seat is that they don't
the play Nov. 6, a panel
votes. This plan was quashed in "'.ant _anyone who ~as opinions discussion was held afterward
the -first senate meeting when differing from Uierrs to enter in the studio theatre. Members
the full senate \l"oted to refer the Uie senate. The officers apof the panel were Dr. Ted Clark
matter to the Investigating parantly believe that the
of the behavioral science
Committee for a resolution to student senate belongs to them
department; Father Jerry
the problem, rather than rat~r than belonging to the
Frank, Bible instructor· Uie
denying Castro his seat without entire student body. If the
a hearing.
student _senaf:e votes to rein-. Rev William H. Crist, Vi~ar of
St_. _ M~tthew's Episcopal
force this attitude by denying
Mission m Edinburg; and Dr.
The senate has since decided Castro his seat, then they will
Raymond P. Welch of the
that the Judiciary Committee be discrediting themselves in
History
Dep&rtment. Jan
should also investigate; but the the eyes of the student body, the
Cou~~ey, director of the play,
problem remains unresolved. faculty, and the administration.
part1c1pated in the discussion
The central question is this: Furthurmore, they will be
also, along with the actors.
Was it the responsibilty of the discrediting the electoral
The discussion began with Dr.
PAUSA attorney general to process al PAU, a condition
Clark who took on the identity of
check the qualifications of each which will lead to increased
Commander Zozot from a
~date in order. to avoid a student apathy in future
distant planet, an advanced
ID1X-up· such as this? , The at- elections.
civilization of approximately
tomey general contends that he
Patty Navarro ex-PAUSA
2,000 years. "When you ( talking
is not to blame f?r the foul-up secretary.
'
to the hwnans of the planet
because.~e election bylaws do
Mike Perez, ex-PAUSA
Earth) have reached our level
not
ilically state that he bas president.
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that many concepts of concern
to man were dealt with in the
play, but as a total work, it did
not have a round uniform effect.
Dr. Welch suggested possibly it
was not intended to make sense
but only to confuse.

Reverend Crist said he heard
the words and saw the symbols
but did not find the play real,
only "a lot of words."
In listening to the discussion
and then seeing the play for a
second time, this writer found
that she went to see the play
with an expectation of understanding it and obtaining a
moral. However, the confusion
that existed for me and for
others after the play may have
been what Albee was trying to
create. Everything cannot be
explained - and that it is real.

'Hotline' Serves Business School
A hotline doesn't always have
to be a telephone, as students in
the school of business adminstration have discovered
this semester.
"Hotline" in this school is a
business
administration
newsletter. Initiated only in
September, the newsletter
exclusively serves business
administration majors. Dr.
Robert McMichael, dean of the
business school, explained the
letter keeps the majors up to
date on information they need
to know but that is not of wideenough interest to include in the

campus newspaper.
Dr, Roy Flores, director of
counseling and placement for
the business school, serves as
consulting editor; and student
Ciro Ochoa, is managing editor:
Approximately 1,000 copies of
"Hotline" are printed every
other week for the 1 400
business
administrat 1ion
majors.
Items in "Hotline" include
general business news, job
placement interview
information, Alpha Kappa Psi
business fraternity information
and faculty profiles.

HnisroFHE~S
M 'E N

l920NORTHTENTH

I

s

w E A R

JERRY CURL

MCALLEN

.the pan american
A!>Soc Ed
Copy Ed

218 South 12th and 208 East Cano

you will realize that a play of
this type is totally ridiculous."
He went on to say that in this
play, in his opinion, the people
are not sure what they are
confused about.
In reply to a question, Miss
Courmey explained that the
play was chosen for performance because it waB deep
and held a fascination for her. It
would not appeal to the public
as a whole but due to all the
symbolism and abstraction
would appeal to theatre people
and a university community
where people are discussing
these ideas. ' 1It is an example of
the way things are done as
compared to the ideal way we
believe things are done.''
Comments made by other
members of the panel and the
actors indicated agreement

TG&:Y
ffl.t family center
' 421 EAST UNIVERSITY DRIVE
DINBURG
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'Tiny Alice' To Compete In Festival
The cast of "Tinv Alice" will
compete in San Marcos as Pan
Am's entry in the American
College Theatre Festival
tomorrow.
After a three night run of the
play in the fine arts auditorium,
the cast and crew traveled to
South West Texas State
University to attend the

perform ''Tiny Alice" as the
last play of the festival.
Those attending the festival
were (actors ) Joe Fogarty,
Bonnie Jarrett, Tom Jarrett,
Conrado Solis and Randall
Thomas; (crew) Patty Abbott,
Susie Dennis, Hollis Levy, Joe
McCarley, Jackie Rainey , Teri
Simmons and Rosie Villarreal;

(faculty ) Doug Cummins, Jan
Courtney and Dr James A.
Hawley.
The American College
Theatre Festival is sponsored
by the John F . Kenne,dy Center
for the Performing Arts, the
Alliance for Arts Education and
the Smithsonian Institutioa.

festival.

UCPC Committees Open Meetings
During the four days of the
festival, the students and
The University
Center committee or voice an opinion
faculty representatives at- Program Council is opening its on types of films and concerts
tended costuming, make-up, committee meetings to include may come to the meetings, said
Shakespearean acting all interested students. Students Mike R . Perez, UCPC
workshops and play critiques. who would like to work with a president.
They also attended productions
from Hill Junior College,
Kilgore Junior College, San
Antonio College, Southwest
Texas state University, the
University of Texas and Texas
A&l University. The cast will

PIii KAPPA 111ETA FRATERNrl'Y members have recently

purchased a house one one quarter mile north on Monmack
Road off Highway 107 west of Edinburg. Jaime Contreras,
Jesse Cardenas, ( Phi Kap), Riley Peveto, Ciro Trevino Sr.,
George Lunquist (advisory board members) and Rene Farias
(PhiK.ap) display the fraternity's banner in front of their new
home.

Phi Kaps Buy House
The Phi Kappa Theta chapter
at Pan American University
has purchased its first
fraternity house with the
assistance of its advisory
board. It is a quarter mile
north on Monmack Road olf
Texas 107 west of Edinburg.
The two-story structure cost
the Phi Kapps $32,000 and will
house six active members of the
fraternity.
The advisory board is composed of George Linquist,
general manager of Hagar
Slacks; Ciro Trevino, tax
assesser collector; Robert de la
Garza Sr. president of the
Border Bank in Hidalgo; Riley
Peveto, vice president of the
First National Bank in Edin-

burg;
Fritz
Hagedorn ,
president of Golden Jersey
Creamery in Edinburg and Pete
Sanchez, sales representative
for Lone Star Brewery.
The purchase completes a
three-year project for the Phi
Kaps .
The Phi Kaps are already '
moving into the house and plan
to have their first meeting in it
Monday from 7:30-9:30 p.m.

N0 SCh 00 I F rI•day

All Pan Am
classes will
be dismissed Friday due to the
Texas
State
Teachers
Association convention that will
meet here Nov. 14-15.
Some 6,000 South Texas
teachers are e;itpected to attend.

The Trial of Billy Jack
Starring DELORES TAYLOR anqTOM LAUGHLIN
Sound track album available on ABC records

PREMIERE ENGAGEMENli
CENTURY
ABC CINEMA II (Brownsville)
ABC CINEMA II (Harlingen)
ABC CINEMA II (McAllen)
NOW SHOWING
(Pass List Suspended)
Check Theatres for Show Times
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Sixteen Pan Am Coeds Vie For Bronco Queen
Voting Is Tod~y And Thursday

Doris Davis
Delta Zeta

Rosallllda Salinas
El Sol

Gloria Diana Laurel
Mu Epsilon

Sandy Benavidez
Camp

Am e lia Arriaga
Inter-Collegiate Knights

Irma (Flip) Mendoza
Alpha Phi Omega

.Linda ~off
Rodeo Club

Sue Crist
TKE

Yolanda

Isabel

Soils

Veterans Organization,

Allcla B. Cortes
S.N.E.A.

Bennie Jimenez

Andra Brooks
Pre-Law

Blanca Villarreal
Spanish Club

Frances Leal
Phi Kappa Theta

Vanessa Alaniz

U.C.P.C.

TURQUIOSE SALE
NOVEMBER 14, 15, 16
FROM ZUNI, NAVAJO AND SANTO DOMINGO RESERVATIONS
VISIT

FOR SOMETHING UNIQUE

SOUTH AMERICAN ART & CLOTHING
EL CENTRO MALL
PHARR-McALLEN

Women's Dorm

Hilda Longoria
Student Nursing Assn.

Neu manile. Offer
!Jfexican Dinner
A Mexican Dinner sponsored
by the ' wrnan Mornment will
be offered todav at the Student
Center for Soda! lnvolvemml
from 11 a.rn. to 2 p.m. The $1
per plate meal will include
thrc ' lal'o~. rice and beans.
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VA Must Know Vets'
Spring Semester Plans
Arnaldo Perez and Bill
Miller, veterans representatives, would like to see the
following veterans in their
offices in Emilia Hall, 104 and
102, as soon as possible.
The representatives must
know these veterans plans for
the spring semester, in order to
notify the Veterans Administration.
Perez and Miller request the
vets bring their last award
letter
with
them.
The

representatives office hours are
from 8 a.m. to 4: 45 p.m. Monday through Friday. Those
unable to visit the office may
call 381-2282.
Those vets include: Alfredo
B. Aguilar, Viviano Alvarado,
Armando Arcaute, Raul Avila,
Clinton R. Beardon, John C.
Blackwell, Rolando W. Boswell,
Clarence A. Callis, Juan E.
Cantu, Arturo Cavazos, Juan
Cipriano, Placido D. Cortez,
Thomas E. Cowgill, Juan H. De
Los Santos, Roberto B.
Delgado, Felipe Espinoza, Juan
T. Flores, Deborah E. Friessen,
Eduardo Garcia, Jesus Garcia,
Luis Garcia, Victor Garza, John
E. Givens, Israel Gonzalez,
Lizandro Gonzalez, Alonzo
Gracia, James A. Guerra, Jose
G. Guerra, Modesto G. Handy,
Faustino J. Hernandez, Daniel
A. Leal, Fernando Livas,
Romulo Longoria, Francisco
THE 11UD CORPORATION literally rocked the Pan American Field House with song
Loya, Gary J. Maier, Kenneth
and rythmical gi.rations before an enthusiastic crowd Sunday night. The popular group
Marlin, Roberto Matamoros,
barought the crowd to their feet when they closed their performance with their three million
Rodolfo Melendez, Pascual
label seller, "Roclcen' Soul."
Mendoza.
Juan C. Moralez, Eulalio
Munoz, Jr. Arturo H. Nevarez,
Heraldo H. Pena, Florentino H.
Perez, Antonio Ramirez , Jaime
For those who are interested munications for communities
E . Ri\l'era, Robert Robles, Jose
in tinkering in communication during times of disaster when Let us help you;
Rodriguez, Jr., Victoriano
electronics, a club is in the all other public communication PLAN AHEAD
Segundo, Roderick R. Smith,
services are down.
planning to fit their needs.
To Become a CPA
Thomas G. Stocker, Carlos H.
The club station will be
Tapia, Lester Tisdale Jr.,
THE BECKER
Alton Moore of the foreign located at the old adAlonzo Vega, Justo Vela, David
CPA
REVIEW COURSE
ministration building where
Vera, Florencio J. Villareal, language department, other existing and donated radio
faculty
members,
students
will
CALL COLLECT
Enrique Salazar and Reyes
meet Thursday at 4 p.m. in the equipment will soon be inSimon.
university center 306 to stalled. The organization is
organize an amateur radio ( or open Lo any Pan Am student or
Poll To Indicate
ham l club and workshop which faculty member as weU as
Ou, Su"°esslul Student• Represent
will provide a 10-week course others of the surrounding
Need For Center
for completion of a novice radio communities who wish to take
The Pan American student license and later another IO part in its activities.
government is presently 'sen- week cow-se for completion of
ding letters with a sw-vey to all the general radio license.
,c;;i !<>C
,.,, ~.,...,, ,!& Id< ·!V'•l«<•l<I< .... Jo/ I"'""' ;o! t,)
married students.
The letter explains that
The Amateur Radio service
student government is con- division of the Federal Comducting a survey to establish mu ni cations Commission
the need of a da} care center. allows license holders to build
and design their own radios,
UCM Holds Service experiment, rag chew and
:":~ THE I With Thls Coupon) Offer Expires Nov. 20th ~t
Chapel services will be held provide emergency comtoday at 12 noon in the Pan Am
Youngman Speaks ,.~
chapel.
"Wh
M
°$1
~<ij
ere ost Items Are Under SlO"
it>,
The Rev. Mr. Doug Graham,
tr~e.t'H!l!!IJ~i\?.t@~ Across From PAU Campus . ,.
,
~~
a Methodist minister and Bob To Samothrace
Connor of the biology departL. A. Youngman, director of
ment will officiate today's the Pan American co-operative
homily, which will be in the education program, will speak
form of a dialogue.
to the Samothrace Club Nov. 12
The services are sponsored at 6 p.m . in University Center
every Wednesday in the chapel :!Oli.
at noon by United Campus
Youngmi,ln will ex-plain the
Ministries.
purpose and directives of the
campus program and how it
benefits students. The co-op
program is a type o( work-study
system where students go to
school half a year and work in a
field of their choice the other
half.
SEE THE
The Pan Am co-op program
MOST EXCITING SELECTION
has placed students in a variety
of positions and work fields all
OF FORMAL WEAR
over the United States.
FOR THE FASHIONABLE MEN
Th~ meeting is open to the
public and all interested
students are invited to attend.
OF THE VALLEY.

Radio Club To Organize

Ski lift

You planned this snow

weekend with your friends

ages ago. And nothing oould
makeyouchangeyourplans.
Too bad your period
couldn't have happened some
other weekend. But you're
not worried. You brought
along Tampax tampons.
You won't have to give
up one precious moment in
that deep powder. You feel
confidenl protected.by
Tampax tampons. They're
softly compressed for the
best possible absorbency.
Worn internally, so Tampax
tampons are comfortable and
discreet. They give you
protection you can depend on,
whether on skis or toboggan.
Friendsarewailingfor
you on the slopes. You won't
havetoclisapJX>intthem
when you have Tampax
tamJX)Os tuckeddiscreeUy
intothepocketofyourparka.

I

. ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS

SAN ANTONIO

512-341-3423

1/4oF USA

::~f'iitifilfr':,;;:[.:;;'i·i·~·~··~~·ii;·~;·t~l:~•;;.•it-~
'..~~Iii:~.
ti l1i~-1
··~
t>~·
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0
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x:ht,Nc
~~ . .701N
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THE STOR~

~~"WEAR" HOUSE 'Of EDINBURG·:~

/~J-·~~?~~~~~~Yi~Y~~1:~:?1~Y~!?1~~:~\~1~?1:Y~~?~:Y1(~A.Y,:•%~~~i\,~~J

FOR WHATEVER THE OCCASION

The 1n1ernal p,o1eclion more .,omen oust

Porter's
f',,r Th•· 1' 1•d,-,;:1 r, 1ft 1:.vrrlltm •-.Jr•w •lry
A GU: Tl,,ll ·.~·, ll 1._.:.t I- r~n •vt•r

110 N. 12th

Edinburg

&MEN'Se
~
WEAR
PHONE
787-1271
EL CENTRO MALL
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR GROUP OF
8 OR MORE
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Little Guerra Leads.Big Bronc_s
Co.ich Abe Lemons of Pan
American - who has coached
nine All-Americans, eight of
them at Oklahoma City
University, plus Bruce King at
Pan Am last year - gives
Guerra the highest recommendation a coach can confer.
"There isn't a better all-around
guard in the country then Jesus
Guerra," Lemons believes.
The little big man holds a key
job like a construction foreman 1
as Pan Am rebuilds. Guerra
guided a short, thin crew to a
surprising 13-9 record a year

Jesus ( Chuy ) Guerra ranks
among the most honest
basketball players in all
America, besides being one of
the best.
Pan American University's
young veteran guard answers
questions with the same frank
poise as he directs the Pan Am
attack.
Asked about his true height,
for example, Guerra doesn't
tack on a couple of inches the
way most basketball players
do.
"I'm S-10 with tennis shoes
on," Guerra says. "But I have
long arms, size 33, which helps
a lot."
Does he consider his height a
handicap? (Especially when
guarding tall gunners like 6-2
Bo Lamar and 6-4 Fly Williams,
now professional stars.)
"No, I don't think of size as a
handicap-I never think about
that. "A little guard has to play
defense to make up for lack of
height. A guard bas to be able to
shoot and has to be a playmaker. A little guard has to
hustle and go at full speed the
whole game. "Since I'm shorter
I try to play with more enthusiasm to balance it out,"
Guerra says.

nessee, Oklahoma, L-Ouisiana,
Mexico City and other places."
( This year Guerra will add
Hawaii, Georgia and Colorado
to his destinations.)
, Some 30 colleges wanted
Guerra after he made high
school All-America at Roma, an
hour's drive up the Rio Grande
from Pan American.
Why did he pick Pan Am?
"First of all because I thought I
bad a chance to play as a fresh-

by David Stepp

The Broncs ended their 1974
soccer season last weekend
with two games played amidst
torrents of rain and a sea of
mud in Houston.
The Broncs played the first
game
Saturday
against
University of Houston. "The
game got underway on schedule
but it seems we weren't really
prepared to play soccer,"
stated one of the Bronc players.
"The Houston team scored six
goals in the first half and this
made it very hard for the team
to come back," explained
Coach
Reggie Tredaway. In the
SERVICE ON AIL MAgs
ACCESSORIES
PARTS
second half, the Broncs con' centrated mostly on defense
and held
Houston to only
Your Kawasaki Dealer in the Metro Area
one goal. The final score was 7--0
for Houston.
21/z Miles North 281
Pharr
787-9:(191
It rained all day Sunday in
¼Mile East
Houston when the Broncs

CYCLE SPORTS CENTER

BUY NOW AND SAVE!

.Ari

FREE
..,) \

INITIALS

7u ~ · , -;ue

BUJNlow

u:"·" w.

Univenity 383-8391

SAVE!

--.RIGHT ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY CENTER
~

These two games marked the
end of the season for the Broncs
who finished with a 2-7-1 record.

Faculty Tennis Clinic Set
The second annual Facultystaff and Spouse Tennis Clinic
is to be held this Saturday at
Pan American. The location of
the clinic is Orville I. Cox
Tennis Stadium with the
beginners ( tennis buffs who
have never played or just
played a few times) taking the
court at 9:30 a.m. and receiving
instruction till 11 : 30 a .m.
The intermediates (players
who have basic skills but need
improvement and drilling) will
hit the court at 2:30 p.m. and
keep swinging till 4: 30 p.m. The
registration for the events
I beginners and intennediates)
will be 15 minutes before their
respective events.
Participants are asked to
bring their own racquets with

the balls being provided by the
clinic -adults only please for
this particular clinic.
The subjects to be covered by
this clinic are: ground strokes.
the serve, the volley, the lob,
overhead smash, practice
drills, pre-game stretching
exercises, conditioning drills,
strategy and tactics, and the
rules and etiquette required in
tennis.
There will be a one dollar
charge for the clinic to help
cover the cost of tennis balls.

Volleyball Team

Set For State

Takes Third

REG. $4.19 SHIRT

$299

rules, the Bronc:$ were not
allowed to substitute a man for
him and hence were forced to
finish the half with only ten
men.
The lack of an eleventh player
hurt the Broncs performance
and this led to five quick goals
for the Owls. The final score
was 7-0.

Bowling Team

JERSEY
SHIRTS
PLUS THREE

played against Rice University.
The game was played despite
poor field conditions and rain
throughout the game.
There was a lot of rough play
during the game and this
seemed to hinder both · teams.
The Rice team managed to
score two goals in the first half.
In the second half, Miguel
Letelier, center forward for the
Broncs, was asked to leave the
game for playing too rough and
dangerously. Aceording to the

Twelve women's volleyball
players will represent Pan
American University in the
state tournament at Denton
Nov. 1().16.
Pan Am finished runner-up to
Texas A&I in the hard-fought
West Texas State captured South Zone Tournament in
the team cbampion.ship in the Beeville. Texas A&I took the
nine-team women's collegiate championship showdown, 15-31
state bowling tournament last 11-15, 15-13. Both teams
weekend, followed by Texas qualified for the state tourA&M and Pan American., nament.
Melissa Smith led PAU with a
Dr. Mary Lee Rabke, Pan Am
461 series, followed by Anna volleyball coach, named her
Maria Champion 451 , Gloria team for Denton as Yolanda
Ramirez 422 and Sylvia MWloz Alvarado, lrma Cavazos. Iris
411.
Garza, Graciela Gonzales,
"Our girls did a good job to Martha Lopez, Rosie Mejia,
finish so well because most of Magdalena Molina. Mary Jean
them have been bowling onl a Neilson. Lucinda Saenz, Elma
year or two," said Coach Diane Sanchez , Mary S:?itz and
StiJrdivant of Pan American, E nede lia Ramirez.

SAVE OVER 40%
ON SELECT
·.RACK OF

NOW ONLY

John Havlicek of the Boston
Celtics. Whatever the team
needs to win - defense, passing,
scoring - Guerra does.
A real student of basketball,
who plans eventually to become
a coach, Guerra uses his head
for a lot more than calculating
bis scoring average. He enjoys
hitting the open man as much as
scoring himself. When a Mexico
newspaper called him "el
briUante quarterback," Pan
Am [ans needed no translation.

Soccer Broncs In Houston Finish

ago.
This year's grinding Pan Am
schedule - 15 road_ games, a
record 19,600 miles of travel doesn't worry Guerra.
"I like it because I get to see a
lot of places I've never seen.
When I get out of college I don't
expect to travel so much, so I
might as well enjoy it while I
have the chance.
"When I got out of high school
I hadn't been outside Texas. I
went to Dallas one time to
watch an All-Star game, and I
played in the state tournament
in Austin. Since 1 came to Pan
Am, I've got to play in New
York City, Florida, Mississippi,
Arkansas_, Alabama, Ten-

man, a chance to play from the
start - and it was close to my
home town. I wanted to go
where I could play."
He started playing basketball
"kind of late", Guerra says. "I
started playing when I was
about 12, in the sixth grade. I
must have been about 5-2 or 53."
At Roma Guerra developed
the heads-up play-making style
thatbe continues to use at Pan
Am. His favorite pro athlete is

FOR THOSE WHO LIKE TO

'

NORTH TENTH AND
NORTH OF HERB'S C
VILLAGE
Mc.4.1.J..EN

,
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Intramural Roundballers

Keep The Ball Bouncing
Intramural roundball is still
running up and down the court.
Last week the Pros dominated
the Athletes by a 48-36 tally with
Gilbert Bocanegra pacing the
losers with 19 points and the
dynamic Ken Sawiders leading
the wiMers with 22 awesome
points.
The IK's doubled the BSU
bunch by a 30--15 score with
Johnny Lopez leading the
winners with 10 points and
Clarence Callis spearheading
the losers with six. Camp took
Newman to the lawtdry in the
final game of the n!ght _39-21.

Lupe Villarreal scored 17 for
camp while Ricardo Lopez
chipped in six to pace the losers.
The next night the Jokers
mauled the Dribble Express
88-34 witb Mike Villarreal
scoring 24 for the winners and
David Gutierrez 12 for the
victims. The FCA outscored the
Vets 65-26 in the second game
seeing Arthur Chavarria hit 12
for the Vets.
In the windup game of the
week the Roadrwiners edged
the Smokeaters in the best
game of the week by a 52-48
score. That game was decided

Fall Baseball Ends
With Bee County
The Pan American baseball
Broncs have hung up their
cleats £or the fall semester. The
Broncs wound up their practices with the scrimmage last
Wednesday against Bee County
Junior College.
The- Broncs won the meeting
handily despite the chilly
weather and semi-soggy field.
The proposed meeting with San

Jacinto Junior College last
Saturday fell through with San
Jae cancelling the contest.
The Broncs will go their
separate ways till the spring
practices start and the team
begins in earnest for the upcoming season. Coach Al
Ogletree and his Assistant
Reggie Tredaway head the
baseball program at Pan Am.

Intramural Basketball
Officials Are Named
When intramural basketball for Tuesdays are Eugene Gwin,
Molina,
Mario
is being played at Pan Arnold
American. it is natural to Dominguez, Rebecca Pina,
assume that there are some Ludy Rapp, Rey Villalon and
intramural basketball officials Leo Serna.
The
Wednesday
nightdoing their
thing
simulstalkers are Jim Proctor, Juan
taneously.
Martinez, Juan Perez. Blanca
Games are played on Florencia, Sylvia Salinas, Tony
Tuesdays and Wednesdays of Garcia. Joe Gomez and Ruth
each week; the official people Jasso.

in double overtime with Arnold
Banda smoking through 28 for
the winners and Jesse Guerra
hitting 14 for the losers.
In the games this week, last
night the PEM women fought
the Newman Gals, the
Roadrunners challenged camp
and the Vets struggled against
the Siblings. No scores are
available on those.
Tonight the Smokeaters try
camp in the 6 p.m. game, the
Pros attack the Dribble Express in the 7 p.m. game and the
Athletes and Jokers get it on in
the 8 p.m. contest.

I

KEN SAUNDEM (30) gets ready to take a flytnc leap In
recent intramural basketball action. There's more basketball
set for tonight.

.~
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NACONA
or
Men and Women

FENTON
For

Women And Girls

Badminton Brings Back Honors
Norma Barron of Pan
American University captured
third place, and her sister
Sylvia took fourth, in women's
singles at the state badminton
tournament last weekend at the
University of Houston.
The sisters from Brownsville
finished third in women's
doubles.

Garza Runs To
National Race
Juan Garza o[ Pan American
University has qualified for the
NCAA Cross Country Championships at Bloomington, Ind.
Nov. 25.
Garza ran six miles in 31 :31
minutes to finish 12th overall
and third individually m the
CAA District 6 meet. Jeff
Wells of Rice won in 30:36.

PE Majors
Are Meeting
All Pan American Physical
Education majors are asked to
attend a meeting torught at 7
o'clock which will be crammed
full of information pertaining to
the state convention.
There will also be a slide
presentation about the. state
organization at the meeting.

Janie Cavazos, Belen Santos
and Elva Santos also competed
in the state tournament for
PAU.

Dolltletthe
price ofa college
education stop
you.
The pril'{' of a colh:gc education is ·kyrocketing.
Fonunacely the Ai, Force has done something to
catch up '-" ith it. For the first time, the Air Force
ROTC Scholarsh1p!-. include the 2-year program,
for both men and w men.
If you can qualif}, the ir Force will pay for the remainder of your college education. ot only do
AFROTC 2-year college -cholarships o er full
tuition, but reimbursement for textbook-, lab and
incidental fees, as well as a tax-free monthly allowance of $100.
To cash m on all thi ju t apply, qualify, and enroJI
in the Air Force ROTC at Office Bldg. "H"
Pan American University
It's a great way to fini ·h your college education in
the money, and build a future where the sky's no
limit ... a'i an officer in the Air Force.
MAKETHEMOSTOFIT

Looking good
makes you feel good

For the man who knows
Seals and Croft isn't a law firm.
Understanding what 's happening today ,s what
Haggat Mustang/are all about. Like this
multicolored doubleknit plaid of 75% Dacron ·
polyester and 25% combed cot on . The cut 1s
trim, the bottoms flare and the plaids are mellow
on a classic camel background . Machine
washable and dryable and 100% comfortable.
Only $16.
EDINBURG

MCALLE
WESLACO

{I( A

· IBRCEDES

RIO GRANDE ITV

ANTHONY

C'!: .
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Stevens
To Perform
In
Concert
The

U.N. Forms Due Dec. 1
The cost must be met by t:ach
individual student, but Dr.
Martinez said his office wlll
provide limited financial
assistance. He estimated individual expenses will total
approximately $500.
Dr. Kuo Wei Lee of the
department of political science
will be the Pan Am faculty
sponsor for the seminar and will
direct the students in the
requirements for the course.
Background readings, interviews with U.N. diplomats.
research at the U. . library and
other observations at the U.N.
will be incorporated into a term
paper required for the course.
Last January, four Pan Am
students attended the seminar.
Pan Am is one of 37 schools in
ACUIIS which will participate.

Applications for "The Uni~
ations in Action," a seminar
to be held 1n New York City Jan.
~17, are due in the office of
inter-American affairs and
international education in
education building, 143, by Dec.
l.

The seminar, sponsored by
the Association of Colleges and
Universities for Internationallntercultural Studies, is open to
all Pan Am students. Three
ho
edi
urs er tin government 4300
will be awarded for participation in the seminar.
According t.o Dr. Arnulfo
Martinez, vice-president for
Inter-American affairs and
international education, only
two students have indicated an
interest in attending thus far.

Albert Lyssy Dies In Auto Wreck
police said the light at the i.
tersection was inoperative.
Driver and passenger in the
Longoria car were treated for
minor injuries and released at
Edinbw-g Mwllcipal Hospital.
Lyssy is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clements
Lyssy of McCook; four
brothers, Francis Lyssy of San
Antonio;
David, Sonny and
Peter Lyssy of McCook; sisters,
Mary Ann and Veronica, also or

A former student at Pan .Am,
Albert Lyssy, 21, died Nov. 3,
after sustaining head injuries in
a car accident e.a rly that
morning. Lyssy as a member
of the Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity from 72-74,

Theaccidentoccurred when a
pick-up driven by Osvaldo
Longoria Jr., 20, of Edinburg,
collided with I.he Lyssy car at
the intersection of Texas 107
and McColl Road Edinburg

Li le

A
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Pre-Law To Sponsor Dane~

McCook.

ARTURO VELA INSURANCE AGENCY
Auto,

'IBESE 1'IIREE Pan Am studenta will spend nut aemester
working for the U.S. Navy under the university co-op program.
Rodrigo Sanchez, a sophomore accounting major, will work at
the North Island Naval Base in CaWomia as an accountant.
Deborah Vinson, a jwlior government major, will work for the
Department of the Navy in Washington, D.C., as a management
analyst and Carlos Rene :Longoria, sophomore accowiting
major will work for the Minnar Calif. Naval Base as a accountant.

W0111111en1

co ■ p.

lfob lie Ho•s Ina.
•a1lco l1\1.

_

383-6366

1412 W. University
Across Prom Student Center

Ed.inbw-g

"The ClolhH YoU Nud lor Th• Ufa you uod''

3 Locations
El Centro Mall
Pharr-McAllen
Sun Valley Mall
Harlingen
BrownsvWe

Woolco SbopptQg ~ter

An aMual fund-raising dance
will be sponsored by the PreLaw Society Nov. 2.2 from 8-12
p.m. at the McAllen Civic
Center.
The benefit dance will feature
the Noe Pro Orchestra. According to Society president
Hollis Rutledge, a number of
representatives of the law
profession will be invited as
special guests.
The $5 advance tickets are
available at El Centro Sound
Center, Central TV and Kalifa's
Food Market in McAllen ; at
Rutledge TV and Royal
Cleaners in Mission and at the
Pre-Law Society office in
university center, 327.
Tickets at the door will cost

finance a trip by Pre-Law
members to various law schools
during the semester break and
possibly a scholarship.

Pan American University Faculty Artist Series will
present
David
Stevens,
organist, 8:15 p.m. Nov, 15 in
the fine arts auditorium.
Stevens teaches pumo and
«gan at Pan Am and ha.s been a
member of the music department faculty since 1967. He is a
native of Topeka, Kan. and
holds degrees from the Oberlin
Conservatory of Music in Ohio
and the University of Illinois,
according to music deparunent
officials.
In addition, Stevens studied
at the Akademie Mozarte.um for
Musik and Darstellende Kunst
in Salzburg, Austria and has
continued his studies in
graduate sch0ifl at the
University
of
Southern
California, said Or. John D.
Anderson, head of the music
department.
The musical selections
prepared by Stevens are
''Promenade, Air, and Toccata," b,Y Edmund Haines; two
selections by Marcel Dupre and
''Symphony o. 5 in F Minor,
Op. 42, No. 1," by Charles-Marie Widor.
The Faculty Artist Series has
presented three programs this
season. All concerts are open to
the public without charge. "The
concerts are a service of the
school to its faculty, student
body and to the general public,'•
said Dr. Anderson.
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$6.
Proceeds w1ll be used to

Ball To Honor
Club Presidents
The University
Center
Program Council In conjunction
with Pan American University
Student Government will
sponsor a Pre idential Ball
ov. 24, according to David
Closner, UCPC hospitality
C()mmittee chairman.
The semi-formal event,
designed
to
honor
all
organizational officers. will be
at the Edinburg Activity Center
from 8-12 p.m.
Members of all organiz.ations
on campus are invited to attend,
said
Closner.
Each
organization should submJt the
number of members planning to
attend by Nov. 19, so invitations
may be distributed, he added.
Music at the ball will be by
oe Pro and his orchestra and
invitations must be presented at
the door.

PUT TOGETHER A HALTER DRESS AND
JACKET FROM THE HOLIDAY
COLLECTION OF "YOUR OWN THING"
AS MODELED BY GLORIA MAREZ OR
CHOOSE PANTS OR THE NEW
25" SKIRT TO MIX WITH THE TOP
-

.f!D'I
-

SCSI To how
Movie On Chri t
A movie featuring the life of
ChriSl will be shown Nov.15 at 2
p.m. at the Stud nt Cent.er for
Social Involvement, 1616 W.

Kuhn.

Th movie, produced by June
USE OUR
.• - WE ENCO RAGE
and Johnny Cash and narrated
CONVENIENT
STUDEi'lT CHARGE by Cash, is open ·1th out charge
LAV WAY PLAN
~
CCO
•

'4i'

lO the public.

Cordially Invites Yuu To
Their Exclus·ive
'howiny Of

The Country Store
Art Gallery
Of Aw t.in, Texas

November 13th, 14th, 15th
t
TIIE FIRST STATE BANK
and Trust Co. Of Edinburg

-
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India Seminar Offers Credit
As a member of the
Association of Co.lleges and
Universities for International Intercultural Studies, Pan Am
students will have the o~
portunity t.o participate in a
student seminar in India Jan. 2-'n, 1975.
Upon completion of the trip,

the students will receive three
hours credit in an area related
to seminar content. According
to vice-president lor interAmerican affairs and international education, Dr.
ArnuHo Martinez, whose office
is handling the arrangements,
credit will be determined on an

individual basis. He hopes at
least one Pan Am student attends the India seminar.
The trip will include lectures,
seminars and field trips in
Bombay, Hyderabad, Madras,
Calcutta, Varanasi, Agra and
New Delhi Dr. Stanley D. Luke,
professor mathematics at
Nebraska Wesleyan University,
will direct the ACUIIS students
in India. Born in what was at
that time India, Dr. Luke is
familiar with its language,
customs and culture. He holds
pro~am should have above degrees from Pakistani and
average academic standards, American univerS1ties.
said Baca. Each student acAll Pan Am students who
cepted will receive a $1,200 have completed at least one
stipend for the academic year year of college are eligible t.o
and U,200 for the swnmer participate. The cost will run
session.
between $1,400 and $1,450 per
The program aims t.o in- student. Interested students
cre.ase the research capabilities must inform Dr. Martinez,
of both students and faculty at whose office is in education
Pan American, added Baca.
building 143, by Nov. 15.

$1,200 Stipends Allow
Research In Science

j

GEOLOGY ffUDEN'l'S Karen Fralick, Patsy Keller and Al
Beerser and geology professor Neal Bates studied the effects of
the sea upon sboreland on a field to Boca Chica last Saturday.
This weekend, the group will journey to Sarabia, Mexico t.o
study mineral in mines.

The Minority l:Homedical
Society of the National Institute
of Health is offering a $1,200
stipend to biology and
chemistry students, according
to Dr. Ernest Baca, acting head
of the chemistry department.
The stipend is designed to
allow undergraduate students
to be exposed to research and to
involve the faculty in research,
he explained.
The research program.
established two years ago, has
expanded to include 15 students
and five faculty members. They
are Dr. Baca, Andres Estrada,
a~sociate
professor
of
chemistry;
Dr.
Norman
Savage, associate professor of
biology; Dr. Terry Alison 1
associate professor of biology
and Dr. Frank Judd, assistant
professor of chemistry.
Students applying for the

Niebuhr Studies Movement Illusion
By Slaimen Showery
At tunes, artists attempt to
achieve movements of life in
their paintings and sculptures.
Marvin Niebuhr, sculpt.or and
professor of fine arts, was
awarded a grant by the Faculty
Research Council in order to
rP.search the illusion of
r..wvement with three dimensional sculpture with the aid of
animated film.
"I have found that the movie
camera is an excellent way of
recording and demonstrating
art techniques," Niebuhr said.
With the use of partial
animation, Niebuhr is able to
· produce and record techniques
on film which will hopefully
assist the student in his comprehension of the process.
Niebuhr created 12 short
films using a Canon &14 Super~
movie camera with a singleframe control lever attached.
The films exhibit moving
bananas, exploding bricks, a
battle with sculptural objects,
or an archeological dig coor-

dinated by two iron objects of
wonder. All of the sculptural
objects employed in the films.
were created by Niebuhr.
To understand the animation'
techniques, a few basic
techniques must be explained.
Film may be shot one frame
at a time with the use of a single
frame· control lever. In
animation, two individual
frames are shot for every
movement of an object. Each
object is moved from ¼ to ½ of
an inch. When the processed
film is played back, every
second of viewing equals nine
movements of the object.
Every minute of viewing
equals 540 movements of the
object. This makes the
animation process a very long
and tedious one.
One of Niebuhr's biggest
talents in creating the animated
films is the humorous tone
because "of the surprise
element involved in seeing an
ordinarily static object such as
a brick, move around on the
groW1d or fly through the air."
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Upward Bound Students
Study Metric System
Upward Bound students,
currently involved in the
federally funded high school
project at Pan American
University, are now studying
the
metric
system
of
measurement.
David Roseland and Miss
Penny Vassberg, members of
the mathematics department,
are instructing the students.
Great Britain and the United
States are the only countries in
the world still using the English
system of measurement. But,
Great Britain in presently

making the conversion to the
metric system and the United
States is scheduled to complete
the conversion within 10 years.
The Upward Bound students
are learning first to relate t.o the
different units of measure so
they
can
comfortably
manipulate and calculate in
terms of metric units and
secondly to convert one system
to the other.
The Upward Bound Program
at Pan Am comes under the
division of student affairs,
headed by Dr. Miguel Nevarez.

Like many films makers who
experiment with animation,
problems may occur. "Some
problems I had during the
production were cllanges in
exposure caused by clouds
moving and short depth of field,
(area offocus)," Ni~buhrsaid.
Film animation is an exHave you ever wondered i,f about his business completely
tremely meticulous and ·tire~
some process, but is quite ef- anyone actually wins thos& forgetting about it. A couple of
fective in producing the illusion raffles everyone enters? A Pan weeks later someone came to
of movement. But according_ Am English instructor can tell his hom.e telling him he had won
Niebuhr,
the
animator, you someone actually does win. the trip.
Dr. Frederick vonEnde
How can anyone get so lucky?
"spontaneity is lost due to the
compound effect or tedioU5 recently purchased a $1. raffle VonEnde suggested, "I was
sculpture construction and the ticket for a 12-day trip for two to lucky enough to win because of
complicated process of film Spain from the Rio Grande clean living."
Ballet Foundation. He went
The trip will include a flight
animation."
from McAllen to New York.
But the casual viewer, who is
Two days will be spent in New
not aware of the time and effort
York including dinner and the
involved, the spontaneity of the
Tickets for a carnival to be theatre. Eight days in Spain in
film remains. The illusion of
movement in the three held at El Centro Mall between as yet wtdetermined cities, two
dime~onal object is obselv"ed Pharr and McAllen Nov. 18-22 more days in New York with
and enjoyed in a relatively are now available from more entertainment, and a
fleeting moment of the viewer's Newman Movement members. flight back to the Valley will
The $2.50 value tickets, offered round out the trip.
time.
Dr. and Mrs. vonEnde plan to
for $1.25 per l>ook, may be
Interview Schedule obtained at the student Center take their trip at the end of the
spring semester.
The following firms and for Social Involvement.
schools will conduct job
placement interviews this
SHO~S FOR THE COLLEGE MINDED
week. Seniors may schedule
STUDENTS
interviews at the placement
office in university center, 116.
Family Shoe Store
,
Nov. 14 - City Public Services, math and accounting · HERB'S OOWNIAL VILLAGE
.682-9541
MCALLEN '•
majors.
Nov.14-15-City of Dallas, all
Beautiful Bair is Our Thing ...
majors; Southwestern Bell,
math, business, economics and
ROFFLRR Of McAllen
accounting majors; Texas
Professional Men's Hairstyling
Southern University, law
1013 Wisteria
McAllen
students.
I'
Mlle Norlll of
Nov. la - Central Power and
Nolanil L00D off North 10th 5treel
686-1511
Light Company, math and all
business majors; University of
California at San Diego, premed students.
Nov. 19 -Austin Independent
School District, all majors;
University of Houston graduate
school of social work, com•
munity services majors.
Nov. 19-20 - City of Corpus
Christi police division, all
majors.
Nov. 20 - J .C. Penney
Company, business and liberal
arts majors.

VonEnde Wins Trip To Spain

Newmanztes Sell
Carnival Tickets

mclaet;
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U.C.P.C.
•PRESENTS•
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14th
CONCERTS, 5 P.M.
FILMS, 5:30 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13th
COFFEE HOUSE, 1 P.M.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19th
HOSPITALITY, 6 P.M.
GAMES, 1 P.M.

SA TU RDA Y, NOVEMBER 16th
MOVIE, SACCO AND VANZETTI, 8 & 10 P.M.
BRONCO QUEEN CORONATION BALL
TKE House, 2¼ Mi. West 107, 8 P.M.

1L p1 TO

Specializing In
~
A
delicious flour
~
fl'I
tacos.
~
Try 'Em
0
Vou'ltLove 'Em ~

Corner of
495 & 23rd
McAllen
682-0921

ENJOY
YOUR
MEAL!
EDUARDO'S

MEXICAN FRIDAY & SATURDAY MEXICAN

a

Fresh Daily
105 N. Sugar Rd.
7:30-4:00

PLATE SPECIAL DAILY

~~~M~!~~

MEXICAN DINNER

6 a~~~9: p.m.
on Fri. - Sat.

$100

524 W. University

Edi11burg

PARK BOWL

Edinburg

RONALD McDONALD $ ~
IS COMING TO-THE
VALLEY!!

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1974

{:)A.

FROM 1 P.M. TO 5 P.M.

El Centr;, Mall

PRESENTS

TO EAT

M,rrs
fM
MCfonal... f0f\.
MC§on?,- f~
Mc§oni.... ffY\
Mc!c,nal... IMc!oni.
* * * * * ..

M,rts
fMc§on\_

DON PEPE'S

And

Pa tries

383-4669

Mft
IMc!oni.

Plus Tax

Sandwiches

"Come In For Lunch"

{:)A.

383-9124

·•It doesn't cost to eat at Don Pepe - h Pays!"
"Try It You'U Like It"

Robust German
Specialties
Catering
For Special
Occasions

~~~

I.ill

HAPPY HOUR

{:)A.
{:)A.
{:)A.
M

l+r.

•

I

/:¥Jr.

{:)A. {:)A. ~ /2{J,.. {:)A. {:)A.

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
TIIRU NOVEMBER

2 P.M. To 5 P.M.
POOL ½ PRICE

PITCHER $1.75

BOWLING 40c A LINE
With 1D

PARK BOWL
Your Fun Center In Edinburg
Fro

A ros
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CITRUS
OF EDINBU

lc1NE

NO RIGHT
TURN
ON RED

21

with that
DIFFERENT
BREED OF CAT!

El Centro Mall • 787-3258

Starts Today
Wednesda
13th

DISCO-PLEX

THE

OFFERING

•,.

TORNADO FUSSBAL.L. TABLES
POOL TABL.ES

•n
D

O .au:;ATi'allc

•",.

•

""
~

PLAYING YOUR FAVORITE CURRENT AND GOLDEN
HITS 7 DAY A WEEK 8-12 P.M. TILL 1 A.M. ON SATUR-

n

•I

.

DAY.

T

E
E
abc1Zi/Wi1@1rn@11i
obclH•~•=#®f♦I
- - • •fflllf.-4R..t,.

7:30 • 9:20 P.M ..

NIN

•
,;

"TOPS 1M ENTERTAINMENT."

,._, , , "°''
" @ @@ @@

~hJi

I~ Came••

lrP1>-H1Qhf'\I

••
*•
I
t

llYE
OF

Aa,,nq1

..STUPENDOUS"
G -·· C

Fifi
THE

Weekdays • 7:00-9:45
Sat. & Sun. - 1:30, 4:15,
7:00, 9:45

OPEN AT 11 A.M. DAILY

NOW THRU THURS.

y

'

NOW TAKING PARTY RESERVATIO.NS
FOR INFORMATION CALL 383-9394
1111er ■ 1 ■ 1••~

B

0

STM KRANTZ p,oducltoo , " ~ Rk.A.N INlf tWl ~ , k ,,
f)'OOut'.f:d 6y SIM KRANlZ . dre:ded by RO&Rl !An.OR
wrdlen by ROBERT lAYlOR.FRED HALLIDAYCJ [RIC MONIE
0

Screen 1

lnterslale'a

KIIY, 107 AT SUGAR RD.•EDIHIURG

NOW THRU THURS.

!RI •u~~•crfo_:sJ

BOX OFFICE OPENS 6:,0
rNE SEOUCE.li'll Mm :H£ ross,urs
Learn about the bare facts!

3 IN THE ATTIC

,,,,, & .

Young.,

Weekdays - 7:30 • 9:20

S«lut:irs

·-

'-

* PLUS *

AR£ TWICE AS HICE 1'0GETH£K1

.
ilLUAM SHATNER RUTH ~

STARTS
FRIDAY

Sat & Sun - 2:00, 3:50, 5:40,

7:30, 9:20

A l4IEMlSPHERE l'tCTUIES IIEl.EAIE

nCOlOR

o[lll

Eoocl•U ~ i#t ~tzl I EabcJlj.[l.l,ljWl:jl!;!l'jll,'
~

Odd.lab S-a,a

l'lleralale ' a

_

,u o •t

JOO NORT14 I OTll <I

NOW SHOWING

"TRIAL OF BILLY JACK'

lnters1a1e's

HWV.107 AT SUG,\ff RD • E

NOW THRU SAT.
BOX OFF ICE OPEN 6: 30

HONEY ISLAND

Adult.5 $2.50
Childre n $1.25

No Passes

i

Features Weekdays
5:50 - 9 pm

[~THE \~:l~~R:;~~:cs;::VEPORT :

Sat. - Sun.
12:30 • 3:35
6: 40. 9 pm
~ lnterslale'.s

-

e1t1ijt1hJC'l!il ii lli,i,iiihi
1

DIRECT FROM
" THE LOFT" IN GALVESTON
AND

at 5 P .M.

1

FREE POPCORN
SIWT MOVIES

HWY 83 • E-.ST OF PHARR

NOW THRU THURS. ;:

t!,E( SPI I},!

Come Boogie With lJs!

Hour>& p.m • .

SERVING ALL YOUR
fAVORrrt DRINKS

BOX OFFICE OPENS 6:30 ~•

Deliver•nci
A JOHN IIOOIIIIIAH AUi

51.wnng JCtl VOIGHT • BIJflT REYNOL~
PI.NAVISION• •TECHNICOLOR•
From w,,,_ Blos
II(}

,. w.- CommuoQlc)ns ~ -

~~

cwurol~\

~

.,.._..,............... .. ... -

FJR
•'
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Rodeo Tradition To Highlight Bronco Days
By Raena Kidd
Bronco Days at Pan
American University is rodeo
time! It is time cowboys and
cowgirls test their skills against

Nov. 19 Marks
GRE Deadline
Students who plan to take the
Dec. 14 Graduate Record
Examination must mail their
applications to the national
GRE office by Nov. 19. Late
registration will be open
through Nov. 26, but a $4
penalty will be added.
Students may obtain GRE
registration forms at the career
counseling and placement office in university center, 116, at
the admissions office in the
administration building and at
the graduate school in office
building G. A $10.50 fee must be
mailed with the application .
The test will be administ~red
in science auditorium two.

bulls, horses, calves, goats and
even pigs.
The PAU Rodeo Club will
produce an open rodeo on
Friday. The performance will
begin at 6:30 p.m. at the
Sheriff's Posse Arena two miles
south of Pan Am between hwy.
281 and Sugar R-0ad.
Admission to the rodeo will be
$1.25 for adults, 75 cents for
students and 25 cents for
children under 12. Rodeo expenses such as livestock, ribbons and arena lease will be
taken from this money.
The events have been divided

into two groups, those open to
anyone and those open only to
PAU students. In the open
events, a winner-take-all jackpot will be made up from
contestants' entry fees. In the
events open only to PAU
students, ribbons will be
awarded.
Students interested in participating in the rodeo may sign
up in front of the snack bar
today and Thursday. These
persons will get first priority in
the events.
The events open only to PAU
students include a goat dressing

co11test, a greased pig race and
a goat scramble.
The open riding events will be
bronc riding and bull riding. If
enough contestants enter these
events, there will be two rounds
of each.
For the ropers, there will be
tiedown calf ro;:· ,g, team
roping and ribbon roping.
There will also be a cloverleaf
barrel race. It will be divided
into two events. One will be for
contestants 17 years old and
younger and one for 18 and
older.
Final plans were made for th~

rodeo at a Rodeo Club meeting
last Sunday.
The Rodeo Club also will
sponsor a "Cow Chip Toss''
during the games to be held in
front of the science building
Nov. 14.
Rodeo Club officers said they
hoped many PA U students
would participate in the cow
chip toss and in the rodeo.
According to one club member,
"li you think the Bucking
Barrel booth at the Carnival of
the Great Pumpkin was exciting, wait until you see the
real thing."

Calendar
TODAY
·SAACS, 4-5, S83
HOPE; 6:30-8 p.m., UC
IFC; 7:30-8:30 p.m., UC
306A
Greek Council; 8:30-10 p.m., UC
306-306A
Club de Espanol; 4-6 p.m. UC
307-307A
Student Govt.; 8-4 p.m
Engineering and cafeteria
THURSDAY
Newman; 1: 40-2: 55, Chapel
IK: 7-8 p.m., UC 307
WSA; 5:3~:30 p.m., LA 124
1K Page Class; 6:30-4 p.m., UC
307A
Student Govt.; 8-4 p.m.,
Engineering and cafeteria (for
Bronco Days)

SATURDAY
UCPC; 7:30-12 p.m., SB2

SUNDAY
IF; 1-6 p.m., football field
Phi Chi Theta; 3:30-5:30 p.m.,
Edinburg City Council Room
Theta Chi Rho; 6:30-10 p.m., UC
305A

MO DAY
Phi Kappa Tau; 6-10 p.m., UC
307A
Phi Kappa Theta; 7:30-9:30
p.m., UC 306

TUESDAY
Newman; 1:40-2:55 p.m, chapel
Vets; 140-2:55 p.m,, EB 159
FASST; 12:15-1:30 p.m .. EB 118
Samothrace; 6-7 p.m., UC 306
Delta zeta; 6-9 p.m., UC 307307A

UCPC To Show
Sacco & Vanzetti
The
University
Center
Program Council will show
·Sacco and Vanzetti," Nov. 16
at 8 and 10 p.m. in the science
auditorium two Admission is
free .
Toe movie is a story about
two Italian immigrants to the
United States in the early
l920's

-

The Pan American
Classified Ads
Twenty cenn

;, I me with ~
m1numum of one CIOllar each 1n
,n,ertlon payable ,n ildvitnce
EARN UP TO 11200 a uhool ytar
naoglng posters on campus In spare
rime Send name. ae!dress. phone
and school to , Coord,nator of
Campus ReprHentalove<. P O Bo•
1384. Ann Arbor , Ml ~8106
TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDI TA•
TION LECTURE coming Novemb<ir
20 Sc,ence Auditorium 111 8 p m
Free •· no obhg•hon .
FUTURE CP4 S
1,.urn how to
prepare tor the CPA Exam
BECKER CPA REVIEW COURSE.
Call COIIOCI s.n Antonio
J4lJ

!t 2 i,,

IN CONCERT

NOV. 23- S.Padre IslandCivic Center
Tickets-14.5()advance~$5.50door
8:00PM LOCATIONS
TICKET
PIZZA PUB
EDINBURG

EL CENTRO SOUND
El CENTRO MALL

VALLEY CITIZEN
HARLINGEN

WHALENS MUSIC ADVANCE SHOP
KRGV STUDIOS
McALLEN
WESLACO
MONTGOMERY WARD
MELHART MUSIC
AMIGOLAND MALL
BROWNSVILLE

the pan amer1can
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New Charges Spring Up
In Dorm Curfew Battle
By MARTHA McCLAJN
The Pan American Univer-

sity Student Association in
trying to insure all students'
rights, has charged that the
curfew in the women's dormitories has not been lifted ir,
actuality, only verbally, according to Eddie de la Garza,

president.

YOLANDA SOLIS is Bronco Queen for 1975. Miss Solis was
sponsored by the Veterans Organization on campus and elected
by the student body in elections wt week.

Pan Am Representatives
Tour lJT Campuses
Dr.RalphSchilling,president ·meeting with Dr. Charles l.e
of Pan American University, Maistre, chancelor of the UT

said Tuesday tentative plans
have been made to tour three
universities
within
the
University of Texas system by
representatives
of
Pan
American University on Nov.
21-22.
Dr. Schilling will accompany
Pan Am regents, Morris Atlas
and Ruben cardenas, both
members of a committee
studying the possibilities of a
merger between PAU and the
University of Texas system,
and Dr. Frederich vonEnde
was added to the four-man
body, when Moises Vela, the
third member of the special
regent
committee
and
Harlingen attorney, became ill.
According to Dr. Schilling the
group's itinerary includes a

system, at 9 a.m. Thursday; a
meeting with the president of
l.ITinAostinatnoon; ameeting
with the president of the
University of Tezas at
Arlington at 2:30 p.m. and a
meeting with t.he president of
the University of Texas at El
Paso Friday at 9 a.m.
The four-man investigatory
body will return to the Valley
Friday afternoon.
Since the board of regents
first voted to continue studying
the feasibility of a merger with
the UT system at their Oct. 26
board meeting in Houston,
members of the special committee, established for that
purpose, have studied the
proposed merger on an lndividual basis.

Piper Nominees Selected
Voting for faculty members head of that deparbnent. Sister
whose names will be submitted · M. Geralda Schaefer, Ph.D. is
as Pan Am's 1975 Piper an assistant professor in the
Professor Awards nominations math department and has
will close today.
taught at Pan Am four years.
The faculty will choose three
From the school of education,
nominees from a list of nine two nominees were selected.
finalists chosen in the first step Dr. Nolan Wood Jr., is an
of the nomination process last associate professor in the
month. The award is given department of elementary
annually to 10 Texas college and education and has taught here
univer~ity
educators . in four years. Dr. Wilford Lee, an
recognition of outstandmg associate professor in the
academic, ~cientific. and department of secondary
scho~rly achie~ement m the education, has taught here for
teachmg profeSS1on.
five years.
Four faculty m~bers from
The school of social sciences
the scho?l or science and claims two nominees. Dr.
n:iathe~tics are un~er _con- Hubert Miller, associate
s1deration for the nommations. professor in the history
Dr. . Joseph Ch:3nce, an department, has been here
associate professor m the math three years. Dr. Jerry Polinard,
department has taught at the head of the political science
college level for 12 years, five at deparbnent, bas taught here
Pan Am. Dr. Pat Crofts, since 1972
professor in the math depart.
From · the
school
of
ment, has. been at Pan _Am 12 humanities, only Dr. Frederick
years Dr. Lell Elliot, a vonEnde of the English and
professor in the chemistry mass communications
deparbnent, has served as past department was nominated.

The girls residing in the dorm
must sign in and be in the dorm
by a specific time or they
receive demerits, claimed de la
Garza. In comparison, the
men's dorm has no such
restrictions. According to a
source who asked not to be
identified, only about 5 per cent
of the girls living in the dorms
are unsatisfied with the way the
donn is currently run.
Gerardo Quienones, men's
dorm resident, said several
female friends approached him
still complaining about the
curfew, so he w-ent in their

behalf to the student government office. The gripe is that
the curfew is still in effect, and
if the girls fail to sign in or out,
they receive demerits which
could lead to disciplinary action
or punishment, according to
Quienones.
The disciplinary action in•
eludes campusing (not being
allowed to be out side the dorm
after 11 p.m.) and in some cases
not being allowed to go out at all
at night.
Since the curfew was lifted,
the women's rooms have been
searched, and each week they
are subject to a bathroom
check, according to Robert
Scott, student senator. A
complaint charging ''possible
illegal
search
and
barrassment" was delivered by
Scott last Wednesday to Mrs.
Mildred Fagg, director of the
womens' residence hall.
The campus housing application contract states that

any student's room may be
entered for the "purpose of
investigating possible infractions of dormitory ·or
university rules and policies"
by the dean of men or women,
and resident director, assistant
resident director or the director
of housing. It does not mention
that the occupant's permissi.on
must be obtained before hand.
PAUSA, in behalf of two
women's dorm residents filed a
complaint with the dean of
women, Mrs. Bonnie Powers.
The complaint states that the
occupant's room was entered
without her permission, Scott
said. It also states that the donn
officials require the probable
time of return of each woman
leaving the dorm at night and
the issuance of demerits If she
does not return on time, Scott
said. Scott felt the result of
campusing is in direct violation
of Dr. Ralph Schilling's ruling
on the abolition of thecurfew.

Cheech And Chong Coming
The University Center
Program Council's concerts
committee will present Cheec.h
and Chong, in concert, on
SUnday, December l at 8 p.m. in
the university fieldhoUBe.
Cheech and Chong have, for
the past two years, played to
full houses in nearly all parts of
the country. They will now add
south Texas to their list. The
musical comedy team has
recorded four albums to date,
one of which was released in the
past month.
Their first three albums,
"Cheech and Chong," 'Big
Bambu," and "Los Cochinos"
have tocaled over four million in
sales, each being awarded a
••gold" album, signifying a
million copies sold. The fourth
album in the series:•Oaeech and
Cbong's Wedding Albwn" has

already shipped over a million . will be students, $3; general
dollars in pre-release sales admission, $4; and reserved
copies, according to Lou Adler, seats at $5 and $6. Student
president of Ode Records, Inc. tickets will be available only
Tommy Chong was born in from the university center
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, office on the second floor of the
and is the Chinese member of wliversity center. There will be
the group. He was a guitarist no student tickets available at
with different Canadian groups the door.
prior to his teaming up with
Coffee House Postponed
Richard Marin, alias Cheech.
The Pan Am coffee house
Marin is the Mexican
American in the team. He says event scheduled for Thursday
be was born in the "better'' evening has been postponed.,
according to coffee house
section of the Watts district
Ticket prices for the concert chairman, Ron Keller.

Ball Open
To Everyone
The University Center
Program Council and the Pan
American University Student
Association will sponsor a
Presidential Ball, Nov. 24 in the
Activity Center, 123 Pahn Drive
in Edinburg.
Invitations are extended to
members o{ all organizations,
and the entire student body,
according to David Closner,
UCPC hospitality committee
chairman. The deadline for
each individual plarming to
attend has been extended to
Nov. 22. Those persons who
have already ordered invitations may pick them up at
the UCPC office.
Invitations mu.st be presented
at the door for admittance. Set
ups will be available for persons
wishing to bring their own
liquor, according to Closner.
Live entertainment for the
semi-formal event will be
provided by Noe Pro and his
orchestra.

CHEECH AND CHONG, nationa!Jy recognized comedy team,
will a_ppear in concert on Dec. 1, at 8 p.m. in the fieldhouse.
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Disqualified Senator Told To Change His Major
(Ed. note: The following
letter was written by members
of student government lo
rebuttal to criticisms. of Che
handling of October's senate
elections as presented lo last
week's Letter to the Editor.)

To the Editor:
As a rebuttal to last week's
Lett.er to the Editor, we would
merely like to state the true
facts. We defend our present
student government as being
the most responsive, student
conscious, responsible, honest

and dependable administration
to date.
This bas not been the case in
previous
administrations,
especially last year's. They lost
sight of their true perspective:
the representation of PAU
students. The previous administration
became
so
engrossed in voicing their own
personal grudges that they
proved to be of little help to the
students. There was quite a lack
of rapport between last years
PAUSA and the faculty and
administration.

There were three senators
that we know of, and possibly
more who served on last years
administration who should have
been disqualified because they
lacked
the
proper
qualifications. Such incidents
seemingly were hushed up for
obvious
reasons.
Many
meetings had to be called off
during the previous administration because they
lacked a quorwn. It is quite
evident that they also lacked
unity . There was a lack or
organization by the previous

Letter To The Editor

Dorm Demerits Attacked
So what's new at the
"Women's" Donn now that the
curfew has been lifted? A
superimposed and strongly
enforced archaic demerit
system.
This week approximately 3035 women were subjected to
what is known as a court
session, where they stood trial
for such menial things as
forgetting to check in, forget~
ting to check out, coming in
later than their estimated time
of arrival, and failure to attend
a "mandatory" dorm meeting.
This so-called court session
includes a jury of a select few:
officers of the dorm, students
working and living in the dorm,
and the dorm mother, who sits
in her bedroom unseen, but
unfortunately not unheard.
Also, there is the most important participant in this game
- the vict_im. If the vote goes
against the defendant, penalty
is campusment ( not being
allowed to leave the dorm)
ranging from 6:30 p.m. to 11
p.m. depending on the number
of demerits received. If the
victim is lucky, her record of
demerits may not even be

found, due to court records that
are sometimes, depending on
who you know, conveniently
misplaced. This happened to at
least one young lady.
What was the point of the big
struggle for open hours if you
nm into something as petty as
all this? When you move into
the dorm, ladies, you've joined
the "abide-by-the rules-or-elseclub." They couldn't beat us at
women's rights so they will get
us any way they can.

Pre-Law Society To Sponsor Dance
The Pre-Law Society will
feature the Noe Pro Orchestra
at its annual fund-raising dance
Friday from ~12 p.m. at the
McAllen Civic Center.
According
to
George
Almaraz, Pre-Law officer,
tickets can be purchased for $5
from any Society member and
at El Centro Sound Center,
Central TV and Kalila's Food
Market in McAllen. Tickets
may also be obtained at the PreLaw Society office in the
university center, room 327 and
Royal Cleaners and Rutledge
TV in Mission.

ARROW
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Stort> For 1\1«·11
Free Gift Wrapping the year round.
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Anyone who is in agreement
with our feelings toward the
demerit system will receive
such suggestions as "if you
don't like it, you move out." We
just want to live here and go to
school not get involved with
dorm politics. We realize little
will come of this letter, but
thought more students should
know how the majority of girls'
feel. This is bow dorm life is.
Sylvia Ramirez
Rachel Elizondo

SOµTH SIDE SQUARE;
E nb
383-1801

FLORSHEIM

Tickets purchased at the door
will cost $6.
The proceeds will possibly be
used to finance a trip by PreLaw members to various law
schools during the semester
break, and a scholarship.

PAUSA in handling all elections. One notably example was
that of Bronco Queen last year
when only one or two senators
showed up to man the voting
polls.
It has been stated that there
were election discrepancies
because our attorney general
( Celerino Castillo UI ) was
supposedly inefficient in the
performance of his duties. It
must be noted that for the
previous four administrations
there was no attorney general
although the PA USA constitution called for one. There
was no precedent that be could
follow and all he had to guide
him was what was stated in the
by-laws to the constitution
However, Castillo did assume
this duty and managed t-0 check
most of the candidates out.
There was no established
election committee at that time
and he had to work by himself,
so it is evident that he did quite
a job for one person.
To the charge of using Armando Castro as a scapegoat,
we can only point out that at the
very first senate meeting Eddie
de la Garza (present PAUSA
President) offered Mr. Castro
not only an at-large seat to be
seated in January, but also an
alternative seat if he would only
change his major to the proper
school. In a later senate
meeting, Castro agreed to do so,
but that was four weeks ago and
it is totally unfair for the School
of Humanities to have to wait
four weeks and possibly more
for Castro to change bis major.

Counselors To Conduct
Enrichment Sessions
Margie Mancillas, Lupita
Cantu and Chris Kid, counselors
at Pan Am discussed possible
ways to help students acqllll'e
better communication skills at
a recent meeting .
The counselors agreed one
possible way is through enrichment sessions which they hope
to start at the beginning of the
spring semester. First the
students will learn listening and
responding techniques and then

THE

participate in emotional
maturity sessions pertaining to
positive decision making and
value clarification.
Miss Mancillas said, ''Time is
an important element, and the
sessions will be conducted on a
first come first served basis."
Interested students desiring
more information may visit the
counseling
services
at
university center, 109 or call
381-3122.

It is quite evident that there is
a real difference between last
year's PAUSA and the present
one. We have been responsive to
the student's needs, we have
established a good rapport
between ourselves and the
faculty and administration. We
have checked the qualifications
for all the recently elected
senators an,have been assw-ed,
that they all meet the necessary
qualifications. We have held
elections in such a way as to get
the students involved. The
present administration is much
more organized, wrified, and
responsible than any previous
one, and we feel that the accusations in last week's Letter
to the Editor were totally
irresponsible and were not
based on the true [acts which
have been revealed in this
letter.
Micheal McMurphy, PAUSA
Senator
Robert Scott, PA USA Senator
Santana Gonzalez, Vice.President
Hollis Rutledge, President
Pro-Tero
Celerino Castillo, Attorney
General
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Students Form Speaker's Bureau

GEORGE MCLEMORE, debate coach. will lp0080I' tbe
recently organized 13:-member Student Speakers' Bureau.

Alcoholism Scholarship
A:vailable For Spring
A $250 scholarship for 10
South Texas college students
whose career will deal with
alcohol-related problems will
be offered through the Corpus
Christi LULAC Education
Service Center in conjunction
with the Texas Commission on
Alcoholism for the 1975 spring
semester.
Pan Am students interested
in applying may obtain
scholarship fonns through the
behavioral sciences department in office building J within
the next week. Applications
must be returned to the Corpus
Christi office by Jan. 5, 1975.
Applicants must be full time
students, and eligible majors
include psychology, sociology,
counseling, social work, law
enforcement, nursing and
medicine. Financial need will
be considered in naming the
recipients.
Applicants must be residents
of Hidalgo, Starr, Willacy,
Cameron, Gonzalez, Lavaca,
Dewitt, Jackson, Victoria,

Goliad, Calhoun, Webb, Zapata,
.nm Hogg, McMullen, Live Oak,
Bee, Rufugio, San Patricio,
Aransas, Duval, Jim Wells,
Nueces, Kleberg, Brooks and
Kenedy
counties.

Interview Schedule

Thirteen students under the
sponsorship
of
George
McLemore of the sp~ and
drama department form this
semester's Pan American
Student Speakers•Bw-eau.
John Vannata, Ray Hall,
Patsy Ramos, Betty Lindamood, Cindy Mata, Wayne
Gossett, Anthony Covacevich,
Mark Kroll, Jim Wilson, Susan
Smith, Allen Kamaski, Eddie
De la Garza and Neal Rieke
Include this organization's
student orators.
The
Student
Speakers'
Bureau, formed in 1973, is a
non-profit student service
organization created by the
speech and drama department
to facilitate student expertise in
speaking and debate of important con.temporary and
1con1J'oversial topics
The program includes seven
individual speeches and one
debate topic ranging from an
informative presentation on law
enforcement by .Vannata to an
interptetation presentation on
feminine roles in today's
society prepared by Betty
Lindamood.
Other topics include a speech
on the media by Hall. an explanation of the function and
purpose of the Pan American
student government by PAUSA

president de la Garza, an oral Ramos each won three out of
interpretation of literature by five debate contests.
In individual events, Miss
Miss Ramos and a presentation
on secrecy in government by Mata received a superior rating
In group discussion, Gossett
Rieke.
The debate topic explores the received an excellent in perquestion
of
reducing suasive oratory, Miss Ramos
presidential power. Miss Mata, received an excellent in
Gossett, Covacevich, Wilson, dramatic interpretation and
Miss Smith, Miss Ramos, Kroll Covacevich received an ex•
and Kamasaki comprise the cellent in extemporaneous
debate panel for this subject. speaking.
Over 39 schools representing
Students present their
speeches both on campus and five states including Texas,
for many Valley civic Oklahoma, Arkansas,
Louisiana and New Mexico
organizations.
In addition to the prepared attended the two day meet.
subjects, students also prepare
and present speeches on any
subject an organization may
request,
according
to
McLemore.
Five Pan Am student
debators received high ratings
at the 27th annual forensic
festival held in San Marcos last
Haggar~slacks In
Friday and Saturday.
a sandwcave check as
Wayne Gossett, Cindy Mata,
intricate as the
Anthony Covacevich, Patsy
coral reef.
Ramos and Mark Kroll
In a lightweight
represented Pan American
texturized woven of
University in · various speech
100% Dacronepolyestcr
and debate exercises.
that's machJne washable
Two Pan American debate
and drvable.
teams comprised of Wayne
Withtta~s
Gossett and Cindy Mata and
Comfort·Plus styling
Anthony Covacevich and Patsy
chat includes fashion

Representatives from the
following companies and
schools will conduct job
placement interviews for
prospective graduates within
the next two weeks. htterviews
A final deadline of Dec. 4 has Education Majors Club, Social
may be scheduled by students been set for organization pic- Work Student Association,
at the placement office in tures for the 1975 "El Bronco," Student Club of Transuniversity center, 116.
according
to
yearbook Academic Communications,
Nov . 21 - J.C. Penney associate editor, Martha Student National Education
Company, business and liberal Feldtman.
.Association, Texas Academy of
arts; IBM Corporation, ac-As of early this week, the Science Collegiate Academy,
counting, math and computer following
clubs
and Samothrace and Men's Dorm.
science; Superior Oil Company, organizations
These organizations should
have
not
accounting.
scheduled a yearbook picture: contact the student publications
Nov. 25 -- Regional Ad- Alpha Psi Omega, Baptist office, Emilia Hall 100, or call
ministrator of National Banks, Student Union, Cinema Society, 381-2541 before Dec. 4.
Activity shots
of
the
Newman Movement, Pan
business administration.
Nov . 26 - Peat, Marwlch, American Chess Team, Pan Am organizations also will be acMitchell and Company, ac- Geological Society, Pan Am cepted and scheduled through
Speleological Society, Pan Am . the deadline.
counting.
Nov. Tl - University of Texas Press Association, Pan Am
BSU To Celebrate law school, pre-law students. Te:x:as Nurses Student Chicano Film Set
Association, Physical For Thursday
Thanksgiving
Dec. 2 - Port Isabel ISO,
special education; Alvin 1SD,
The University Center
Breakfast
elementary education, special
Program Council will present
The Baptist Student Union education, art, health and
"Yo Soy Chicano/' Thursday at
The High School Equivalency
will <Y-lebrate th.e Thanksgiving physical education, biology, Program is offering a part-time 4:30 and .5:30 p.m. in science
holiday with a Thanksgiving business education, chemistry, tutoring position through the building auditorium two.
breakfast Nov. Tl at 6:45 a.m. English, government, history, rest of the semester.
The movie features leaders of
A brief program designed to math, Journalism.
Applicants need not qualify the Chicano movement, Dolores
set a mood of 'l"hanksgiving will
Dec. 3 - Rio Hondo ISO, for work-study, but must type Huerta, Corky Gonzalez and
accompany the breakfast. The elementary education and 4M5 wpm. Applications are Jose Angel Gutierrez. Adwarm breakfast will be math; Edcouch-Elsa ISO, all available in the HEP office in mission is free, said Doug
committee
provided for 50 cents per per- majors; Antioch College school Emilia Hall, 211, or phone 381- Kellar, films
chairman.
.§2!!.:.
__of law, pre-law.
2521.

pockets and hemmed
bottoms with a
gentleman's Bare

Clubs Must Schedule
Annual Shots By Dec. 4

foronly$16
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HEP Seeks Tutor
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Speech & Drama Offers Diverse Curriculum
Ever wondered what the folks
over at the speech and drama
department do? Well stop
wondering and start reading!
The deparbnent of speech
and drama offers a widely
diversified curriculum of activites and academic courses.
The courses offered are
designed for speech and drama
majors as well as for
prospective teachers,
ministers, radio and TV
broadcasters and newspaper
journalists.
For those planning to be
Broadway stars, the department offers a continuous
sequence
of
theatrical
productions. "We are always
involved in one special project

after another," stated Dr.
Marian Smith, associate
professor.
During the first semester of
each summer, summer theater
workshop is sponsored. The
workshop is a series of weekly
productions
for
public
viewing. Plays and shows
highlight the regular school
semester also.
Individual production courses

are offered to students in scene
design, sound, costume design
and construction lighting and
stage make-up, along with
courses designed to acquaint
the students with the theater.
[f drama is not your bag, the
department also offers a
variety of speech courses. One
such course is the argumentation and debate class. This
class is a study of the principles
of ar
ent and debate applied

in analytical form through
strategy and refutation on
current topics of interest.
Connected with this is an
eight-member intercollegiate
debate team coached by George
McLemore, Recently the
debate team and six other Pan
Am students formed
a
speaker's bureau to promote
student interest in public
discussion and awareness of
contemporary issues.
Plans are presently being
formulated to. sponsor an open
air debate in the university
circle, The audience will be able
to participate by directing or
answering questions to the
intercollegiate debaters concerning the reduction of
presidential powers.
In addition to debate,
students may stud,y many
historical theories and criticism
of speakers and speeches. In
tlns course students learn to
analyze the contexts of ideas in
history and to understand how
to judge a speech's style,
purpose and effectiveness.
For students interested in
becommg prominent politicians
or leaders there is Parlimentary Procedures or Speech 1101.
This one-hour credit course is a
study of the principles and
practices of executing the rules

of parliamentary procedure in
meetings., According to Ms.
Susan Behrens, s.peech instructor, students use a text and
are required to attend five
community, local, student or
political meetings.
Students who find it difficult
to take part within a group may
take Speech 2303, the Principles
of Discussion. Students learn
about group theory through the
discussion of controversial
issues. Special emphasis is
placed on the nature of small
groups and factors inflt1encing
verbal communicatio11 in
groups.
For prospective journalists
the department offers Introduction to CommW1ication
Media. It is a broad survey
course designed to introdure
the student to the philosophy,
history and responsibility of the
media.
Perhaps one of the most
popular courses is Voice and
Phonetics. Students who sign up
for the course find it to be an
introductory course which
emphasizes the development of
good speech habits, namely
clear articulation and enunciati on obtainable through
proper vowel placfill'lent and
control of the speaking voice.
For students who find

themselves with no knowledge
of public speaking the department offers two courses. The
first is Fundamentals of
Speech, a course which seeks to
acquaint the student with
theory and practfoe of oral
communication by stressing
participation
in
group
discussions and other impersonal speech activities.

The second is an oral reading
class, which is an introduction
and practice in the principles of
speech applied to the oral
presentation of literary forms.
It appears that the speech and
drama deparbnent
is a
department always on the go.
The courses offered enable
students to exhibit talent as well
as witness others do their thing!

Choirs, Stage Band
To Present Concerts
The Pan Am music department will present two more
concerts before the month's end
in the fine arts auditorium.
A choral concert will be
presented Nov. 22 at 8:15 p.m.
and will feature the University
Chorus, the University Choir
and the Valley Civic Chorus.
Ray Drakeley and James
Stover of the music faculty will
conduct the performance. The
concert will present the works
of contemporary composer
Ernest Bloch.
The University Stage Band, a
22 piece ensemble of brass,
flutes and guitars under the
direction of music professor

Dean Canty, will present a jazz
concert Nov. 26 at 8:15 p.m. The
band is scheduled to play a
mixture of jazz and contemporary rock, including
"Watermelon Man," "O Happy
Day, ' ·'Norweigan Wood."
"Make Me Smile" and "Hey
Jude."

The band will feature vocalist
Jackie Rainey, who will be
making her first appearance
with the band. The group
recently returned from a
concert in Reynosa where the
mempersenjoyed a "successful
turnout," according to Canty,

Both concerts are open to the
public free of charge.
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Performing Arts Promote Professionalism
Olene (,ossett
Music and drama are all
common
elements
in
everyone's life. At Pan
American University many
students are involved in the
pursuit of excellence in the
performing arts. From individual recitals to perfonning
and creating full scale
productions, Pan Am students
exert their influence in entertainment both on and off

campus.
The performing arts on
campu~ . operate under two

separate, although often related
schools. The fine arts depart,.
ment, beaded by Dr. John
·Anderson, involves musically inclined students, with the
speech and drama department,
headed by Dr. Opal White
made up of students interested
in the acting aspect of the arts.
Although instructed under
different departments, the two
media often collaborate on
related projects and produc-

tions.

The music department serves
students

pursuing

professionalism in both vocal

FASST
Seeks
Solutions
-To -current Problems
A chapter of the Federation of
Americans SUpporting Science
and Technology (F A$T) has
recently been organized on
campus. The national youth
organization deals with the
probl~ms . of inJeraction bettechnology and society

ween

Students involved in these
groups spend many hours
preparing for on and off campus
performances. Besides evening
concerts, many of these groups
µ-aveJ off campus to present
entertainment for local community organizations. In addition, many of these students
Some of the smaller groups perform in individual recitals
include a mixed ensemble for on campus.
vocal students and a stage
Drama students are kept as
band, woodwind and ~amber
orchestra for instrumental busy as their musical counterparts. These students not
students.
only
gain Invaluable acting
A new musical group which experience
but many also write,
combines both vocal and increate, direct and produce their
strumental talent is the
own plays and sets.
Renaissance group under the
direction of Miss Lucille
Another group deserving
Montaya and Dr. cart Seale.
mention in the performing arts
and imtrumental music. Under
the direction of competent and
experienced instructors,
students receive individual
guidance and participate in
choirs, bands and orchestra in
addition to several smaller
~ b l e groups.

and with student participation
in their solutions.
FA.SST meets the first and
third Tuesday of each month at
12: 15 p.m. in engineering
building, 118. Although future
activities of the group are
tentative, plans include a
possible energy seminar next
March, according to president
John Gober.
"FASST will try to present all
sides of the energy problem
including the economics involved, the effects on ecology
and the legislative problems
involved," explained Gober.
F A.SS'l' was fowided by an
engineering student at the
University of Michigan in 1970.
Since then, the organization has
grown to include 30 chapters on
campuses all over the country.
Students interested in FA.SST
may contact the organi1.ation
Tuesday from 11 a.m. 5 p.m.
and Wednesday from 1 p.m. - S
p.m. at their office in university
center, 333.

**
**

is the Pan American Dancers,
under the spoMOrshlp of Dr.
Amilda Thomas of the health
and
physical
education
department. Although not
wider the auspices of drama or
music, this group performs
extensively off campus.
Many students who are not
music or drama majors participate in both departments.
The University Chorus draws
talent from all academic
schools at Pan Am and many
students
participate
in
dramatic productions and
speech events. Both depart..
ments are made up of serious
students training to become
accomplished and profesmonal
perfcrmen.

SELECl'ED VOCAL students spend many hours during and after school rehearsing wuler
the direction of Ray Drakely for their concerts each semester.
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Examination Schedule
Thursday, December 12th
8:00
10:00
1:00
3:00
5:00

MWF-1 classes

- 9:45
- 11:45
- 2:45
- 4:45
- 6:45

TT-3

classes

MWF-5 classes
MWF-7 classes
MYF-9 classes

Friday, December 13th
8:00
10:00
1:00
3:00

TT-1
MWF-3
MWF-6
TT-6

- 9:45
- 11:45
- 2:45
- . 4 :45

classes
'classeti
classes
classes

Saturday, December 14th
Examinations for Saturday classes.
Monday, December 16th
8:00
10:00
1:00
3:00

- 9:45
- 11:45
- 2:45
- 4:45

MWF-2
TT-4
TT-5
TT-7

classes
classes
classes
classes

TT-2

classes

Tuesday. December 17th
8:00 - 9:45
10:00 - 11:45
1:00 - 2:45

MWF-4 classes
MWF-8 classes

36 Education Students
To Join Kappa Delta Pi
Thirty-six students will be
initiated into Kappa Delta Pi
national
honorary
and
professional education society
Friday at 7 p.m. in the
university center ballroom.
The
initiates
include
sophomores who must remain
pledges until they reach junior
standing, juniors, seniors and
graduate students. Sophomore
pledges are . Maria Barrera,
Gordon Bird, Raquel Casas,
Nelda Castillo and Josefa
Guerra.
Graduate pledges are Janice
Willeford, Rebecca Lee and
Linda Leeper. Junior and senior
pledges include Maria Elena
Anzaldua, Ida Casas, Nelson De
Villiers, Beatrice Egle, Frank
Ferguson and Richard Fulton.
Also pledging are Josephine
Gilbreath, Guadalupe Gonzalez, Rita Gonzalez, Paula
Holt,
Barbara
Johnson,
Katherine Krupula, Estela
Losoya,
Eduvelia
Loya,
Patricia MacAllister, Janie
Sandvig and Judy Park.
Completing the junior and
senior pledges are Socorro
Milleson. Belma Olivarez, Aida
Palacias, Juana Maria Galindo,
Noelia Vera, Patricia Willborn,
Margaret Williamson, Deborah

Wolf, Karalyn Starr Putegnat,
Maria Elvia Ramirez and
Maria del Carmen Rodriguez.
Qualifications £or Kappa
Delta Pi membership include a
3.0 gpa for juniors and seniors
and 12 semester hours in
education before graduation.
Graduates must have a 3.25 gpa
and must have completed 12
graduate hours at Pan Am.
Both must intend to continue in
the field of education.
The Pan Am chapter, started
in 1969, is one of 317 throughout
the nation.

Hall May Participate
In North Africa Seminar
Ifeverythinggoes as he would
like, Harry Hall of the history
department will be spending six
weeks in Tunisia and Egypt
next swnmer. Hall plans to
apply to participate in an
Association of Colleges and
Universities for International Intercultural Studies seminar
in the North African countries
June 23 - August 8, 1975.
As a student of the Middle
East, Hall is anxiously anticipating journeying there for
the seminar. For him, however,
it won't be a new experience.
Hall has lived in the Mid East a
total of five years. In fact, he
holds an advanced degree from
thP American University of
Beirut in Lebanon.
He sees the seminar as an
excellent way to learn more
about North Africa. For a
number of reasons, this has
become a crucial part of the
world, Ball said, citing the Mid
East's control of 70 per cent of
the world's oil reserves and the
hunger problem in Africa. "If
we fail to achieve peace there, a
third critical confrontation may
be outcome, he predicted.
One of the main purposes of
the ACUIIS seminar is to advance international peace and
goodwill who will participate in
the seminar. Hall hopes the 22
ACQU11S professors will
conb"ibute to the United States'
understanding of the Middle
East situation. It is necessary
that the U.S. appreciate the
problems plaguing the area,
and he is optimistic that the
seminar will contribute toward
this.

On a personal level, Hall sees
the seminar as an opportunity

to renew his interest in the Mid
East and to update his
knowledge. His five years in the
area were spent in doing
diplomatic work for the
American Embassy in Beirut
and Bagdad. While he lived
there, be traveled extensively,
visiting Saudi Arabia, Bahrein,
Kuwait, Iraq, Persia, Turkey,
Greece, Syria, Jordan and
Egypt.
Although Hall does not
consider himself an expert on
the Middle East, be does label
himself a student of the are.a.
He speaks Arabic and he knows
the customs of the various
areas. Books on the Middle East
line the shelves of his personal
library in his office in building

C.

Kef, Maktar, Sfax and Sousse.
The Egyptian tour will be
divided into a study of the ancient Pharaonic civilization, of
Islam and of contemporary
affairs. The professors will visit
Aswan. Philae, Korn Ombo,
Edfu, Luxor, Karnak, the
Valley of the Kings, Deir el
Bahri, Dah.5hor, Saqqara, Giza
and the Delta. A visit to the
great mosques of Cairo will
enhance Ille second part of the
Egyptian trip. Industries at
Helwan, Cairo and the Delta
and perhaps a visit to the Suez
Canal will highlight the third
phase.
Lectures, field trips, talks
with government officials and
exposure to each area's cultural
life will be incorporated into
bolh parts of the seminar. Upon
returning to their American
campuses, the participating
faculty members will be
required to write an evaluation
of the trip and to explain how
the experience will be used in
their future teaching.

Another of the seminar's
aims is to enable participating
professors to carry back firsthand experience of the Middle
East which Uley may share with
their students. Hall's already
accumulated five-year experience has been incorporated
into his role as a Pan Am instructor. He has taught the
courses ''history and politics of Amplified Version
the emerging nations: "Africa"
and "History and Politics of the
Play
24
Emerging Nations: Middle
East."
The Baptist Student Union
The 22 Caculty members from and the University Center
the 37 AQUilS member Program Council will present
universities will tour Tunisia the Amplified Version Nov. 24 in
for two weeks and Egypt for the university center ballroom,
four weeks. In Tunisia, sites to
be visited include the Dooga from 8:30 to 11 p.m., said Mike
Roman Ruins, the mosque of Perez, UCPC president.
Tunis, the Masdo Museum in
The group, composed of five
Carthage, the Souk markets, men and two women, play rock,
the mansions of the 16th and
17th Centuries the Christian soul and gospel music. AdCatacombs, the Medina, Le mission is free to the public.

To

Nov.

LAYAWAY A WESTERN FLYER

PEM Club Makes
State Meet Plans
Members of 1tle Physical
Education Majors Club met
Nov. 13 to discuss plans for
attending a state convention of
the Texas Association of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation to be held in
Houston Dec. 4-7.
Club members interested in
attending the conference should
contact Dr. Amilda Thomas or
Sam Williams before Nov. 22.
Club members are also urged to
check the bulletin board in the
P.E. complex for the date of the
next meeting.

TG&:Y

tfft f aniily center
IVERSITY DRIVE
DINBURG

rd

REG. $4.98

SPANISH ALBUMS
$3.69
8-TRACK TAPES
REG. $6.98

$5.77

REG. $7.98

$6.77

DEPT.
~

~

REG. $5.98 ALBUMS

' $437
REG. $6.98 ALBU I

$5.57
LHL\lS
$6.57

REG. $7.98

MEN'S 26" RACER STYLED
10 SPEED
Outstanding Sport Model
lightweight With Features
UsuaJly Found on More
Expensive Bikes!

5

84~~-

In Carton

THE FAMILY STORE
ANO CATALOG OIIOER CENTER

215
East Cano
Edinburg
383-1542
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Intramural Basketball
Heads For A Big Finish
Intramural basketball is in its
final stages at Pan American.
Last week on Tuesday the
women herded onto tbe courts
for the opening game, which
was between Newman and the
PEM gals. Newman piled up
the points and took the contest
1~ with Isabel Salinas tallying
nine for the Newmans and Elva
Santos making four for the
PEMs.
In men's action,
the
Roadrunners, with Ernest
Tijerina sinking 12 scored a 3~
26 triumph over the Camp guys
who were led by Lupe
Villareal's 11 points. In the final
game of the night, the Vets were
Wltnercifully stomped by the
Sibblings 50-10 with Roel Alaniz
leading the winners with 11
points. Joe Garcia and Abel
Galvan each made four for the
losers.
On Wednesday night, the
Smokeaters edged past the
Camp team 29-26 with Arnold
Banda taking scoring honors for
the Smokeaters by getting 12,
and Mario Silva pacing the
Camps by pu.sbing through
eight. The Latin Jokers outscored the Athletics 5244 with
Jaime Escobar making 14 for
the winners and Gilbert
Bocanegra dunking 18 for the
losers.
The last game of the week
was the one where the Pros rode

roughshod over the Dribble
Express 92-42 with, you guessed
it, the amazing Ken Saunders
leading the Pros with his 32
points. Put his picture in the
paper and he goes crazy. Jose
Rodriguez and Fernando Artega dropped in 12 apiece for the
Express.
Further contests are continuing this week. Last week in
the early game BSU collided
with APO, followed by Newman
and the Smokeaters playing
one, and the women of PEM and
Camp finishing up the night.
Tonight, the winner of the
Pan League will oppose the
winner of the American League
in the early game with the
winner of the University
League fighting it out with the
winner of the Brooks League in
a second game.
The intramural basketball
campaign will wind up next
week whe.l\ on Tuesday the two
losers of tonight's games mix it
up at 6 p.m. and the two winners
of tonight's games decide the
intramural champion in the
following contest.
An All-Star Game is proposed
£or the njght of the 27th. The
PAU and University League
All-Stars will oppose the Brooks
and American League All-Stars
in that one.
The PAO-University All-Stars
are Steve Esparza and Clarence

....,~"'l"""'!~~'l'!!!'l~=l'!!!'r.!!'r.!!l'!!!'l~!!a
i:-'-".""l.~.~'=l':'"'.~'=1'::1~~ _,-~-·- ·----···-·,.__,_·---"-'~-- -•--~--~ __.,,._..__.~~

~
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CANTU'S PHARMACY
S. CLOSNER

383-1 239

BonnE BELL
COSMETICS & 10-0-6 LOTION
FAST PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
AND

BEAUTIFUL JEWELRY
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G
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Callis from BSU; Ken Sa~
ders, Howard West, Steve
Hyatt, Dave Newman, Les
Saunders and Joe Hernandez
from the Pros; Mike Villareal.
Mario Hernandez, Jaime
Escobar and Ed Geraldini from
the Jokers; David Gutierrez
from the Dribblers; Johnny
Lope-i and Phil Rendon from the
Knights; Oscar Martinez from
APO; and Gilbert Bocanegra
and Israel Gonzalez from the
Athletes. Hyatt and Esparza
will serve as captains.
The Brooks-American AllStars consist of Arthur
Chavarria of the Veterans;
Terry Van Burkleo and Miles
Meechum from the FCA;
Herman Garza, Fred Longoria,
Roy Alaniz and Mario Duarte
from the Siblings; Ricardo
Lopez from Newman; Joe
Martinez, Gil Montalvo, Juan
Ponce, Jerry Olivares and
Ernest Tijerina from the
Roadrunners; Lupe Villareal,
Jose Valdez and Mario Silva
from Camp; and Arnold Banda
and Amado Vera from the
Smokeaters. Van Burkleo and
Longoria will serve as captains.

BADMINTON WOMEN from Pan Am are back from state.
The entire women's team is pictured above. Five of these went
to Houston for a try at state honors last weekend. Above are
front, (l tor) Janie Cavasos, state; Rosie Rodriquez and Esther
Fernandez; (top, l to r) Sylvia Barron, state; Belen Santos,
state; Elva Santos, state; and Nonna Barron, state. In back is
Ivy Darling, coach of the squad.

Home Roundball Games
Roll Out Free Bicycles

Nowthat the word's out
everyone will be wanting to
attend all the Bronc home
basketball games. A shiny,
brand-new bicycle will be given
away to a lucky spectator at
each and every game.
Twelve of these shiny things
have been donated to the cause
of Bronc basketball by MonThe Phi-Kaps have gone and tgomery Ward in Pharr and the
done it again! These notorious Whites stores in Edinburg and
fraternity footballers have McAllen. This is the second
taken their fifth straight InterFraternity Council Championship by beating the PhiTaus 64-0 in the deciding game.
This is not only the fifth
straight championship for the
Phi-Kaps, but the fifth straight
year they have been unbeaten
and the third straight year they
have been unscored upon.
Watch out Dallas Cowboys,
you're probably next.

Phi-Kaps Keep
Championship

season that bikes have been
given away at Pan Am home
contests.
Not only will a ball-watcher
get a shot at a bike, but he'll be
within reaching distance of
other prizes such as piu.as,
haircuts, hamburgers, shoe
coupons and clothing certificates. They will be given
away at home contests also.
The first Bronc home game,
by the way, is Dec. 3 against
Mexico City.

'Meet Your Pan Am
Cross Country Team

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF SUEDE

BOTTOM WEDGE SANDALS
REG. $15 to $19

Gilbert Martinez

NOW!!

s990
Unarantoo

7 SOUTH MAIN
McALLEN

Lefty Gonzales

...... . ............................................

by Jan Maynard
Gil.BERT MARTINEZ is a freshman at Pan Am who has
chosen physical education as his major and health as his minor.
He is a 1974 graduate of Falfurrias High School where he was a
member of the track team. He was the state champ his junior
year in the two-mile run and also a member of the Falfurrias
state championship team from 1969-1971. Athletically inclined,
Martinez lists all types of sports as his hobbies, especially
football.
GONZALO (LEFTY) GONZALF.s is a junior here at Pan Am
and a recent transfer from Blinn Junior College where he was
active in the track program. He runs the sue-mile in cross
country competition and the three-mile in track but shows
favoritism to the mile run. Lefty, along with the other PAU
track members, hopes to "nm his way to the National Track
meet," competing in the six-mile cross country. Lefty hobbies
include all types of sports, with track at the top of his list.
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Lemons And Guerra In Basketball News

***********

***********
Bronc Guard Takes A
Television Long-Shot

Bronc assist specialist Jesus
( Cbuy) Guerra finally got some
assistance from Pan Am 's

Guerra's " teammate", Schill,
who was to do the speaking part
while the film rolled, blew his

Athletic Promotion Director

assignment.

John Schill after some busted
plays.
Guerra and Schill were
teaming together for a
television promotion fihn which
will be used to publicize the
upcoming Bronc basketball
season. Guerra's part of the
deal was to sink a shot from
half-court, which he did, and get
it on film, which it wasn't.
Guerra sunk his first attempt,
but the camera wasn't rolling.
They tried again. Guerra did
the feat again just three attempt.s later, this time with Lee
Lindsey's KRGV camera
rolling
However,

The procedure started again.
Filming and talking was undertaken again and again. After
five or six more shots Guerra
launched another. bomb that hit
the mark and Schill glided
through his lines without stop.
The 3Chse<:ond announcement
was a "take."
Those scenes described were
shown on a recent news
program and will be shown
again as part of the upcoming
Abe Lemons Show. That show
will feature bead coach and
Athletic Director Abe Lemons
of Pan American and will be
telecast starting Nov. 25 .

EL

CENTRO
SOUND
CENTER
El Centro Mall

Pbarr•McAileo

Big-Name Schedule
Adds Big-Name Players

Jesus (Chuy) Guerra

****

OVER 15,000
RECORDS &TAPES
To Choose From
A.t Our Discount
Prices.
Authorized Dealer For
Crown-Revox-Bose
Phase Liner

****

When athletic directors of
major colleges draw up a sports
schedule that is packed with
tough teams, they are making
the coach's job that much
harder during the season. Well_.
head coach of Pan American
Abe Lemons has been given
that tough assignment with a
predominately road schedule
containing several Southwest
Conference basketball teams.
That tough assignment was
given to him by none other than
. . . himself. Lemons is also
" Athletic
Director
Abe
Lemons" at Pan American.
When asked if the basketball
team was equal to the schedule
that he had given them, Lemons
replied, " When
you're
rebuilding, the schedule comes
first, you start with a schedule
because who you play and
where you go are the biggest
factors in establishing your
program. Then you try to get
the players to play tbe schedule.
A good schedule helps you
recruit good players."
"A team is judged by the
people it plays, like a man is
judged by the company he
keeps. Pan American is a major
independent and we should play
the best. It benefits everyone at
Pan Am to associate with well-

known universities, " Lemons
continued.
Lemons took Pan Am's old
schedule, which contained no
Southwest Conference opponents and tended to stay
closer to home; and put three
SWC
teams
( Southern
Methodist, Texas Christian and
Rice ) and 19,600 miles on it.
Last year, in bis first season
at Pan Am, Lemons took his
surprising Broncs on a llkiay
spree of games and travel. They
played games on five days and
flew national airlines five days.
The Broncs rolled to four wins
and a loss, the loss coming by a
very narrow margin to mighty
Oral Roberts, who later took a
journey themselves to the
NCAA basketball playoffs.
Lemons is at it again this
year. The Broncs have three
games in Ckorgia in four nights,
and nine road games in one 12day span.
Lemons himself admits at
this point that his young team is
still a major-college question
mark. They could be a year
away with four of the five
starters figuring to be juniors.
Lemons, with 322 wins already
rolled up in his favor, is waiting
and making no predictions.

Tennis Broncs Capture Trophies
The fall tennis program earned
its 15th and 16th trophies while
competing in two tourneys
simultaneously.
Those two
trophy winners were Jesus Cruz
and Rob Hubbard and they
received the awards for capturing first place in the doubles
com etition of the Laredo In-

FORMERLY WITH

VANILLA FUDGE AND CACTUS

tt:i,.\\

PRESENTLY WITH

f\\~ JEFF BECK
LIVE IN PERSON
NOVEMBER 23, 1974
6:30 P.M.

AT

.;ne/luzrt-

•usac

CENTER

2001 NORTH 10TH

MCALLEN

j

"
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ternational Tennis Tournament.
Several other Broncs competed in the Inwood Racquet
Cllub Invitational Tournament
in Dallas, but none gained a
trophy. In that affair the
doubles team of Paco Ceron and
Rob Bettauer knocked off the
No. 2 seeded doubles team from

Trinity. That team consisted of
Bill Scanlon and David King,
and the win was one of 6-3 and 64.
Broncs Ricardo Eynaudi and
Antonio Harbnann scored a
doubles upset over the No. 3
team from Trinity, Mike Grant
and Dave Benson. The score on
that one was 6-3, 3-6 and 6-1.
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Thanksgiving Reunites
Families, Friends, Appetites
BY BLANCA SALAZAR

'l1IREE VETERANS pose with a poster publicizing the
veterans club annual fund raising dam:e featuring the Orchestra
Universal to be held on Nov. 22 from 8-12 p.m. at the Edinburg
A~tivity Center. Pictured from, 1-r, Ramiro Tijerina, Homer
Gallegos and Celerino Castillo.

Vocalist To Present Recital For Sorority
Miss Neena Sanfilippo, senior recital for the Mu PhiE psilon
vocal student _will pres_e'.!!._ a music sorority Nov. 2a at 8: 15
liii;:;;;.=.:;;..;;;;;.:;._;;;;.;;;~;;.;;;~~; p.m. in the fine arts recital hall.
Miss Sanfilippo, student of
Miss Lucille Montoya of the
music faculty, will perlorm
several selections by composers Bach, Mozart and
Robert Schumann.
The recital is open to the
public free of charge.

rt was a beautiful New
England afternoon with a
crispness to the air that could
be felt with one's every move.
The day was special, for only a
short while back Governor
Bradford of the Plymouth
Colony had declared this day,
the last Thursday of November
1621, a day of thanksgiving.
The women had been busy
preparing food since the day
before and could still be found
in the kitchen making the final
preparations. The smell of.
·roasting turkey, venison, bread, '
pies and various other goodies
was in the air.
The men had done their job of
hunting wild game and bringing
in fruits and vegetables. Tney
were now enjoying the time for
socializing and visiting with
their friends and benefactors,
the Indians.
There was much festivity and
feasting but the primary purpose of the day was not
forgotten. A prayer was given
before the day's festivities,
marking their gratitude for
surviving their first year on the
new continent.

BA Faculty Qualified
An article on the initiation of
Pan Am's new business administration master's degree at
the Brownsville campus appeared in last week's "Pan
American." It inadvertently
created the impression that the
existing
business
ad, ministration faculty is not
qualified to teach graduate
SOUTH AMERICAN
level courses.
ART & CLOTHING
According to dean of the
business administration school,
EL CENTRO MALL
Dr. Robert McMichael, the
Pharr-McAllen
problem in starting the MBA
!!::!!!!::::!!!=~~~~~~=!!~. program at Pan Arn is quan-

WHAT IS IT?

COME IN

AND SEE!

CRAlG

LODICO ELECTRONICS
218 South 12th and 208 East Cano
Edinburg

RCA

SUPERSCOPE

Dolltletthe

price ofa college
education stop

you.

The price of a college education is skyrocketing.
Fortunately the Air Force has done something to
catch up with it. For the first time, the Air Force
ROTC Scholarships include the 2-year program;
for both men and women.
If you can qualify, the Air Force will pay for the remainder of your college education. Not only do
AFROTC 2-year college scholarships cover full
tuition, but reimbursement for textbooks, lab and
incidental fees, as well as a tax-free monthly allowance of $JOO.
To cash in on all this just apply, qualify, and enroll
in lhe Air Force ROTC at Office Bldg, "H"
Pan

American University

It's a great way to finish your college education in
the money, and build a future where the sky's no
limit .. . as an officer m the Air Force.
MAKETHEMOSTOFIT

In the years following,
Thanksgiving was forgotten.
Not until Thursday Nov. 26,
1789,
when
PresidentWashington issued the first
proclamation for Thanksgiving
did the American people revive
the national holiday.
As years passed, the tradition
started to waver in popularity
and was on the decline when
President Lincoln declared the
fourth Thursday of Nov. 1864 as
a holiday of gratefulness. Years

thereafter, each president
proclaimed the day officially.
In 1941 Congress passed a
joint resolution to make
Thanksgiving Day a legal
holiday with each president of
the U.S. officially proclaiming
it annually.
Turkey, stuffingJ>umpkin pie,
and cranberry sauce are still a
big part of todays feasting. But
the most important part is the
reunion of the family and the
prayers of gratitude.

Business School Awaits
Spring Completion Date
The school of business administration will not be moving
into its new building as soon as
had been expected, according to
dean Dr. Robert McMichael.
The projected completion date,
originally Dec. 28, has been
moved forward to January or
February.
Right now, the school is ordering furniture and equipment
for the new building. Although
funds for this fall far short of
the required $150,000, Dr.
McMichael said be is seeking
private donations to supplement the money now
available.
So far, only $40,000, provided
by a $20,000 federal grant

matched by university funds, is
available for furniture and
equipment. Dr. McMichael
would like to remind potential
donators that all contributions
are tax deductible.

Faculty Senate
To Announce
New Mem hers

The

faculty senate will meet
today at 3 p.m. in room 117 of
the education building to hear
the results of the senate elections held last week.
The results of the Piper
Award nominations will also be
heard: Senators and interested
faculty members are urged to
at~ncil·.

titative not qualitative. "The
reason for not offering the
graduate courses on this
campus is that we cannot offer
the new graduate courses and
continue to run our existing
Pan Am cheerleaders will The bonfire and pep-rally will
undergraduate
schedule,"
sponsor
their annual bonfire follow immediately after the
explained Dr. McMichael.
and spirit parade Dec. 2 parade.
beginning at 6:30 p.m. The
Mrs. Hawkins urged all
event is held each year to open organizations to get involved in
the Bronc's basketball season, the event. A spirit trophy will be
according to Jeanette Hawkins, awarded during the pep rally to
Seventeen students in the cheerleader sponsor.
the organization which has
High School Equivalency
" The parade of cars will shown
the most
spirit
Program successfully com- begin at Southpark, just off throughout the year. Awards
pleted their study in October. Closner, proceed through the also will be given to the
The federally funded program down town area and end at the organizations which participate
prepares single, migrant old gym," said Mrs. Hawkins. in the event and show the most
students for the General
enthusiasm and spirit that
Educational
Development Planetarium Show night. The awards will also be
exam through classes conbased on the amount of wood
ducted at Pan Arn.
the organization contributes for
'Fourth
Dimension'
The graduates include Norma
the bonfire.
"The Fourth Dimension" will
Alvarez from San Benito,
Mrs. Hawkins urged all
Francisco Macias from Rio be the planetarium's feature campus organizations, students
Hondo Gilbert Garcia and Friday at 7 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. and faculty members to parIt is the story of time and its ticipate and boost spirit for the
Elida Leza
from McAllen,
Gilbert Ozuna and Emma importance in describing the Broncs.
Casarez from Donna and Noe properties of the universe. The
The Broncs' first home game
Ramon and Luis Garza from mysteries of the Universe, will be Dec. 3 against the
including an encounter with a University of Mexico City.
Edinburg.
Others are Maria Montelongo black hole, will be explored
and Florencia Munoz from La through simulated travel in a
Villa, Arturo Rios and Juan cosmic ship.
If the sky is clear, the obDelgado from Pharr, Maria
Learn Now About the
Inez Cebrere and George ·"Servatory's 17-inch reflecting
next CPA Exam.
Trevino from Mission, Lazaro telescope will be set up, Becker CPA Review Cour■e
Montes from Weslaco and Elsa featuring the planet Jupiter.
CALL COLLECT
Reservations may be made
and Minerva Vidal from
by calling the planetarium
Salineno.
SAN ANTONIO
office, 381-1351, between 9 a.m.
512-341-3421
and 4 p.m. Faculty, students
and staff will be admitted for 50
cents. General audience seats
A 23-year-old Pan Am student are 2a cents for students and 75
just may be the title holder Ior cents for adults.
the shortest term ever served in
the United States Army.
The
unidentified
1970
graduate of Edinburg High
School claims he originally
intended to serve for a term of
three years. His enlistment in
the Army lasted only 45
minutes.
Immediately after bis inFor The Perfect Gill Everyllme-JeweJry
duction, recruiting offi cers
A _Gilt That Will Last Forever
proved he had falsified bis
enlistment papers and promp110 N. 12th
Edinburg
383-2432
Uy discharged him.

Spirit Parade To Open
Basketball Season Dec. 2

HEP Students
Complete Study

FUTURE CPl'S

PAU Student
Serves Briefly

~

~~
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1'08! HAVE YOU REALLY been named special officer in
charge of San Andreas?" asks an impressed Meli, played by
Carmen Garcia. Meli's attention is special to lead character

Samuel, played by Eduardo Olivares, since he is secretly in love
with the girl.

Stage Set

C"
or ,k)a
mue l '

17'
.L l

Premiere
Thursday

FOR
FEMININE FASHION
THAT'S
OUT OF THIS WORLD
.

GENTS, JEANS
NORTH TENTH AND HARVEY
NORTH OF HERB'S COLONIAL
VILLAGE
McAlJ..EN

"Samuel la Carretilla " a
three-act tragi-comedy · ~itten
by Or. Sylvia M. Dominguez of
the foreign languages deparlment, will premiere free for
Pan Am faculty, staff and
students Thursday at 8: 15 p.m.
in the fine arts auditorium.
General audience tickets will be
sold at the door.
Presented
entirely
in
Spanish, the play deals with an
incident in the llie of Samuel,
the town fool in San Andreas. As
a practical joke, the townspeople name Sammy special
officer in charge of the town's
protection. The foolish Sammy
delights the townspeople as he
tries to live up to the title, never
suspecting he is the object of a
joke.
The joke ends quite tragically
when Sammy sets out to defend
San Andreas from a bandits'
attack and is killed.
According to Dr. Dominguez,
the play presents a crosssection of the characters found
in every society, including a
wealthy banker, a clever
barber, a local beauty, a rich
lady and the town fool.
All leading roles in "Samuel
la Carretilla • are portrayed by
students of Pan American
University. Almost all are
current or former students of
Dr. Dominguez. Samuel will be
played by Eduardo Olivares;
Tono, by Juan Carlos Morales;
Don Rico, by Cristin de la Cruz.
Meli, a local beauty and
Sammy's secrel love, will be
played by Carmen Garcia.
Senorita Plata, the richest girl
in ·town will be played by Ana
Morales. Don Policarpio, the
richest man in San Andreas,
who proves a coward in the
midst of the bandits attack,
will be played by Albert Garza.
Mario Lee, Fidel Villarreal and
Juana Garcia will play the
parts of the three bank robbers.
A policeman is 1?,0rtrayed by

•~,ORSAMMY,what
have they done to you?" cries a
distraught Meli when Sammy is
killed in the final act. The
masked
bandit
( Fidel
Villarreal) is apprehended by
Don Rico (Cristin de la Cruz),
Tono, the barber, (Juan Carlos
Morales) and the chief of police
I Francisco Ortegon). The
murder occurs when Sammy
tries to use a fake gun, which be
believes is real, against the
bandits. 1Photos by Ruben
Guadarrama.)

Francisco Ortegon. Townspeople at the end of the play
include
Dominga Lopez,
Hector Ledesma, Andres
Garza, Oalyla Lopez, Nellie
Rivera and Leonides Garza.
Special assistant to Dr.
Dominguez is Miss Adelaida
Salinas.
Following the Pan Am performance, the play will be
presented to general audiences
at the McAllen Civic Center
Nov. 29-30 at 8 p.m. Tickets for
this production are available at
Sanborns, Metropolitan
National Bank and from Dr.
Dolores Reed of the Pan Am
behavioral sciences department in Emilia Hall.
Proceeds from the McAllen
presentations will be used to
establish the Sylvia M.
Dominguez, Ph.D. Scholarship
to be awarded by the division of
inter-American affairs and
international
education.
Production of " Samuel la
Carretilla11 was made possible
by a research grant awarded to

l:>r. Dominguez.
Tickets are $2 for adults, $1.50
for students and $1 for children
under 12.

SAMUEL SITS IN THE CEMETERY serenading bis dead
mother in the second act. It is here that Sammy overhears the
three bandits' plot to rob the San Andreas bank.

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIOS
FREE MAKE-UP LESSONS
Two Convenient Locations
219 East Cano
383-45ll

Edinburg

1516 W. University
383.1381

SHOES FOR THE COLLEGE MINDED
STUDENTS

mc£aef;

fa8'1ilJ Shoe Stori

1·HERB'S COLONIAL VILLAGE

.682--9541

MCALLEN

•Y•Sy\mbol

~ft of Confidence
Edinburg's

First National Bank
MIIMlilF:k t

1J

l
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Students Participate
In Bronco Da s Contests

.

Three legs are clumsier than !our (or two)

1

An expressive tobacco spitter

Drinking rootbeer all in a row
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Nol1n1 Looo off
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McAllen
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CO-OllDlNATES FOR nlE COLLEGE GIRL
EVERYI1fING FOR THE FEMALE GYMNAST

EL CENTRO MALL

787-2901

FOR
CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL

MATEP.IAL

THE SCHOOL
ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY
l 807 North l 0th

WHERE
TIIE
lf.i PRICE

Yolanda Solis, sponsored by

the Veterans Association, wa.,
crowned Bronco Queen at the

McAllen

Kappa EpsUon house.
First and second runners up
were Hilda Longoria, sponsored
by the Student Nurses
Association and Blanca
Villarreal, sponsored by the
Spanish Club, respectively.
Miss Solis was crowned by Sally
Araguz, last year's Bronco
Queen and was presented a
dozen roses. The runners up

were presented a hal!-dozen
roses, and each candidate
received one rose.
A total of 1,225 votes were
cast in tlu.s election with 180
going to the winner, said
Celenno Castillo, student
government attorney general.

, , 'u Poper

rn• ?7

There will be no issue of the
Pan American next week due to
the cancellation of classes for
the Thanksgiving holidays ov.
28-29 The paper will resume
Dec. 4.

RACK I

WESTERN CENTER
tl'a ML . _ . el Hllllway 117

on 10th Street

Bronco Day's coronation ball
last Saturday night at the Tau

Beautiful Hair is Our Thing ...

1013 Wisteria

Yolanda Solis
Is Bronco Queen

,

ALWAYS
OUT.

McAllen

I.ITEI.I.E'I
Fashionable Ladies Apparel

EDINIUR(; 1

224 E. CANO
SERVICE ON AU. MAKF.S

PARTS

A CF.SSORIF.S

CYCLE SPORTS CENTER
Your Kawasaki Dealer In the Melt~ Area

A more intent smoker

a

MEXICAN

a

MEXICAN

DON PEPE'S
BEST MEXICAN FOOD IN TOWN
FRESH HOMEMADE TAMAUS

CHICKEN IS BETTER!
SARE BETTER!

D DICIDED

TO EAT

R YOURS

Orders To-Go Daily
383-9124

FREE CUP OF COFFEE TO FORESTERS!
S24 W. University

Edinburg

Open: Mon tbru Sat.
9:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m:

catering
For Speeial
Occasions

383 -vv
M62

NER OF 21ST

EAST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

TO EAT

Robust German
SpeclaltJes

Sandwiches
And

I

Pastries

"Come In For Lunch"

383-4869

F.dtnburg

PARK BOWL
PRESENTS

HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Tl:IRU NOVEMBER

2 P.M. To 5 P.M.
PITCHER $1.75
POOL ½ PRICE
BOWLING 40c A LINE

TO EAT

With I:D·

PARK
BOWL
Your
Center In Edinburg
Fun
Across From The Echo Hotel

ENJOY YOU
MEAL

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1974

PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

U.C.P.C.
•PRESENTS•

THURSDAY, NOVERMBER 21st

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24th

MOVIE, "YO SOY CHICANO"

U.C.P.C. AND STUDENT GOVERNMENT
''PRESIDENTIAL BALL''

S.B. Auditorium 2, 4:30 & 5:30 P.M.

Edinburg Activity Center 8-12 P.M., Music By Noe Pro

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26th
MOVIE, "SI, SE PUEDE" .
S.S. Auditorium 2, 4:30 & 5:30 P.M.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30th
MOVIE, "SEVENTH SEAL"
S.B. Auditorium 2, 8:00 & 10:00 P.M.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 1st

CHEECH &CHONG CONCERT

PAU Fieldhouse, 8:00 P.M.
Student Tickets - $3.00
Tickets On Sale November 25, 26, 27, In Front Of Snack Ba

------
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CINE
I

CITRUS·
·sH~~tG,
OF EDINBURG :
.

EL CENTRO MALL I
789-3258·

THE MOST EXCITING ADVENTURE EVER FILMED
RETURNS IN ALL ITS SPECTACULAR GRANDEUR

NO RIGHT TURN
ON RED
DISCOPLEX

1
CHARLES

BRODSOD
(s@Jn:i@J

SWEAT.

;:-eekdays - 7;00 & 8:55 - t. & Sun. • l:IS, 3:10, 5:05,
7:00 8:55

*COMING

-

*

Fo, 510,000 they break your arms.

For S20,000 they break your legs.
A.el Freed owes 544,000.

'Eobcfi1Ui=l®f+WI E
Interstate·•

I

~JO N04tl'H 10TH ST -6U~JA,

2nd BIG WEEK!

•~TRIAL OF
BILLY JACK"
No Passes• No Disc.
Adults 2.50
Kids 1.25
Features Week Nite
5:50 - 9 p.m.
Sat. Only

12:3&-3:35..:40-.9:45

M8R(}GOLDWYN·MAYER PRESENTS A000 PONTI ffiCOLCTICN

DAVID LEAN'S FILM OF BORIS P/ISTERNAKS

DOCTOR ZHi\fAGO
GERALDINE ~AFtlN ·JULIE CHRISTIE ·TOM COJRTENAY
ALEC GJINNESS ·SIOBHAN McKENNA · PJJ.A, RICHAR~
OMAR SHARIF IAfi ZHIVAGO! ROD SlEIGER. RITA 1USHINGWA
SCAUH PU,.¥ In'

DffifC'f'lO 11T

ROBERT BOLT' DAVID LEAN

IN PANAVISION' ANO METROCOlOR

lnleratale's

obctiJ •~ 1=I® t-¥1
~lO PIO~II< IOJH ST -6&2 009

Tonight Thru Tues. ·
Features Week:nites 5-8: 30
Sun. 1:30-5-8:40

i

WINNER OF
ACADEM
AWARDS

---

~YEii
A~f<Ml Plm.C!Ol

DAVID LEAN'S
ALM
.
or 80lllS ""5TIJltw.S

DO

ZHI

•~ ,~VISION MIO

Eabc}!i!KJ!hjl1)1/lili)111!/Mfoid·-

teased thru Unne

fnterat ■ t•••

* * *SPIRIT
***
FREE

HWY 83 • EAST OF PHARR

Screen 1- THRU SAT.

ON THIER LAST STOP

"I've come
a IQng way, Baby I"

Before A F1orlda Engagement!

* * * * * * * * *:::c;;
=
COMING ATTRACTION .

JOHNNY DEE

AND THE ROCKET 88's

2nd Wg Wt!

1ME

e«-o,i,~.......,
~a.m.ot..-lrl/fllW•QU,.. ~ ......

3 IN THE ATTIC R

"MACHINE
GUN KILLER"

..__ _ _ _ _ PG

Special Week of Rock-N-RoU

November 25-30
Spend Turkey Day With Us! .
222 East University
Edinburg

J

T.h e Old Capri
. Theather

Eobo1idiQliiMllimiNiiill-lGJI EabcU;\illi11M1/111,1111;;;.;;;;;
Inter ■ at•••

lnter ■ lala's

lfWY".107 Al'SUGAlt ~D.• EDINIURG :

HWT, ID7 ATSUGAR RD •EOIH8URG

NOW THRU SAT.
screen 1
BOX OFFIC

Now Thru Sat.

Bert Reynolds

R For Uproarious!

John Voight

In

"DELIVERANCE"

Screen 2

"4 TIMES
THAT NIGHT"

THE END
OF THE
RAINBOWS....
FJR
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Murphey' s Jokes Delight TSTA Audience
Bob Murphey, an attorney
from Nacadocbes, delighted
approximately 6,200 teachers at
the Pan Am field house last
Friday morning when he
delivered the keynote address
at the District I meeting of the
Texas
State
Teachers
Association held on campus.
After sitting through a one
hour general session which
included welcome addresses,
recognition of guests and introduction of officers, the
delegates found themselves
heartily laughing at Murphey's
jokes and anecdotes. He surprised the audience when he
confessed, "I don't know
anything about schools, school
curriculum, school financing,
school
personnel, or school
physical property. In fact, I've
been a little bit surprised I

haven't been elected to the
scbool board."
His comments ranged from
observations on the three
women seeking the TSTA
presidency to the problems
plaguing the schools. Each
comment was colored with a bit
of humor which kept the
teacher s• laughing through the
talk.
However, Murphey did have a
serious side to his address. He
urged teachers to realize the
role they must play in molding
children to function as future
members of socie . "I hope

you will teach our children to
light their lanterns with enthusiasm," he said, "with
patriotism for . this great 1
country, and - I don't care what
the Supreme Court says-with
love of God." The crowd
responded with enthusiastic
applause after each suggestion.
When he urged each teacher
ID instill in each student the idea
that no matter what his
background, be could succeed
in this nation, the crowd again
heartily
applauded
and
cheered.
Murphey

TSTA group to teach children to
rise above circumstances,
never allowing themselves to
become mired
by circwnstances. His final point was
illustrated with an anecdote
about a man who wanted more
sugar in his coffee, but who was
told to "stir what you've got" by
a stingy waitress. Murphey
quickly told the audience this
wasn't a simple joke. Teachers
should teach each child that
there are certain areas in which
he can excell. Teach each child
to stir what he has, Murphey
exorted the teachers.

Murphey's backgrowid, at
first glance may not seem to
qUBlify him as keynote speaker
at a teacher's convention. He
worked as a Western Union
messenger, as a ranch hand, as
Sergeant-at-Arms of the Texas
House of Representatives, as
fire chief in the Merchant
Marine, as County Attorney, as
District Attorney, and he
continues to practice law.
Nevertheless, the TSTA
convention delegates obviously
enjoyed his talk, giving him a
standing ovation at the conlusi n.

Calendar
WEDNESDAY
SAACS; 4-5, SB3
HOPE; 6:30-8:30, UC
IFC; 7;30-8:30 p.m., UC
306A
Greek Council; 8:30-10 p.m., UC
3Q6.306A
Club de Espanol; 4-6 p.m., UC
307-307A
El Sol: 5:30-6:30 p.m., UC 306
TM; 6:30-10 p.m., SB3
TIIURSDAY
Newman; 1 :40-2:55, Chapel
IK; 7-8 p.m., UC 307
SWSA; 5:30-6:30 p.m., LA 124
IK Page Class; 6:30-7 p.m., UC
307A
BSU Ping Pong Tourney; BSU

· FRIDAY

Kappa Delta Pi; 7-9 p.m.,
Ballroom
BSU Ping Pong Tourney: BSU

SATURDAY
PAUSA Dance; 4-12 p.m.,
Ballroom
UCPC; 4 - 10, Palacio Ap!-5.
BSUPing Pong Tourney; BSU·
SUNDAY

Theta Cbi Rho; 6:30-7 p.m., UC
305A
UCPC and Student Govt.; 8-12
p.'m., Edinburg Activity Center
IFC; 1-5: 30 p.m., pool

MONDAY
Phi Kappa Tau: 6-10 p.m., UC
307A
Phi Kappa Theta; 'l:30-9:30
p.m., UC 306
Kappa Sig; 7:30-9:30 p.m., UC
305A

TUESDAY
Newman; I :40-2:55, Chapel
Delta Zeta; 6-9 p.m., UC 307307A

the Pan American
Classified Ads
Twen!y cen !~ a

Ion~

..,.1 1t,

a

m,n~mum e,f one ®JfM ~ach ,n
,n,eri.on i,ayablt> In ,1dvance
EICPl!AIENCED TYPIST

Will lviM your unl-.er,.lly • .nr.
Fast. ucvrai., NaMMIIM. CIIII Ja.
lGH 111..- 4 jl.111

ATTENTION STEREO BUFFS

Sonv tilpe deck model 366 , 1 pa,r
Aka• 10 wall porl•blt ipeaker5 I
pa ir Sy lv•n•a •o wan, l -w•v

spe.ker~ Call 684,ltH alter 6 p.m.
FUTURE CPA"S •• LHrn how to
tor the CP A Eum
BECKER CPA REVIEW COURSE.
Cifl collect San Antonio. Sll-l4 l
JA23

prepare

IN CONCERT

NOV. 23-S.Padre IslandCivic Center
Tickets-$4.50advance-$5.50door
8:00PM LOCATIONS
TICKET •

PIZZA PUB
EDINBURG

EL CENTRO SOUND
EL CENTRO MALL

VALLEY CITIZEN
HARLINGEN

WHALENS MUSIC ADVANCE SHOP
McALLEN

MONTGOMERY WARD

AMIGO LAND MALL

KRGV STUDIOS

WESLACO
MELHART MUSIC
BROWNSVILLE

